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INTRODUCTION
as Professor Felix Frankfurter of Harvard recently re-
marked, "Democracy is least of all a self-perpetuating form of
government." Perpetual attention to the functioning of
democratic procedure in this country is necessary in order
to achieve an ever closer approximation to the democratic
ideal.
One of the greatest potential forces for the propagation
01 or interference with democratic procedure lies in the at-
titudes and actions of the groups in the United States that
i
are urited by mutual economic interests. Tns country is liz-
eraily honeycombed with such groups. For example, today the
Department of Commerce lists more than seven thousand associa-
tions of employers alone. To attempt to study each group
individually would involve useless repetition of facts. Cer-
tain common characteristics of the various economic pressure
groups are discernible, hovrever, which bear directly upon the
i
1
i
functioning of democratic procedure.
The purpose of this thesis is to consider the various ways
in which economic pressure groups are interfering with demo-
cratic procedure in the educational, religious, political, in-
^ Felix Frankfurter, Chairman , Ford Hall Forum, Boston,
March 13, 1938.

dustriai and agricultural life of the nation today; to portray
the background of such group pressures; to describe their
methcas of exerting pressure; and finally, to indicate the
significance of the various economic pressure groups and their
propaganda in the functioning of democratic procedure in the
fields of education, religion, politics, industry ana agri-
culture .

ICHAPTER I
THE RELATION BKT1EIK ECONOMIC PRESSURE GROUPS AND
DMO CRA TI Q PROCEDURE
I. DEMOCRATIC PROCEDURE IB THEORY
Foreword . The presence of pressure groups on the American
scene is not a new phenomenon. Tneir influence on public opin-
ion, in governmental policy, and in guiaing the process of so-
cial change has always been a significant one. Men, in their
struggle for domestic and international power have come to
realize that such power lies largely in the ability to control,
officially or unofficially, the minds of men. Those groups
which excel in such a struggle will therefore determine the
ideals, value-patterns, and the future of society. Therein
lies the importance which pressure groups hold in relation to
the present and future of democracy in the United States.
Definitions . All groups are in a sense pressure groups,
exerting pressure upon their own members and upon individuals
and institutions outside. When confining our attention to eco-
nomic pressure groups at work today, therefore, we should not
overlook the fact that potentially any group may at times exert
a similar influence. In the following discussion there is also
a recognition of the fact that pressure groups fall into two
general categories, depending upon their basic motives. 1 Thus
Harwood L. Chiids, "Foreword," Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Science , CLaXIX (May. 1935). xi
.

2from the point of view of their social significance, tnere is a
great difference between the motives of organizations such as
the United States Chamber of Commerce or tne National Metal
Trade Association and the National Civil Service Reform League
or the United States Civil Liberties Union. The two former
organisations may be referred to as "interest" groups ana tne
latter two as "idea" groups. Our attention is to be confined
to the activities ana accompiisnments of those interest groups
with an economic motive, economic pressure groups inci-uae,
then, organized business, organizea industry, organized finance,
organizea agri culture., organizea labor, and all similar organ-
izations whose purpose is the promotion of special interests,^
which bring their demands to bear upon other groups in society
in such a way as to violate the principles of true democratic
procedure
.
Economic pressure groups have assumea an unusual importance
today for four principle reasons: 1. because of technological
aeveiopments in the fiela of communications making available
instruments of mass impression hitherto unknown; 2. because of
the world-wide social unrest wnich has intensified the competi-
tion among groups and classes; 3. because of the increasing em-
phasis by the government itself upon the function of propagan-
da; 4. because of the implications which tne three previous con-
ditions have for the future of democracy.'5
6 Glenn Frank, "pressure Groups and the American Future, " Vi tai
Speeches , 111 (1937 J, 331f.
3 Chi ids, loc. cit.

Althougn the pressure groups with wnich we are to deal are
an actuality, sucn is not the case with the other phase of our
problem, democracy. Democracy is not yet achieved. It is an
ideal which is held by those who work for a society of interde-
pendent groups organized in such a way that each individual
shall have an equal opportunity to develop what is finest in
him.** From sucn a standpoint in no country in the world has
democracy ever yet existed. Our conception of the democratic
ideal must, therefore, oe based upon its definition. The demo-
cratic ideal does not work for a society of similar persons but
oi equals, in the sense that each individual in society is an
integral and irreplaceable part of the whole. As Burns suggests
"democracy may be found botn in the social atmosphere and in
political organization. M
&
Such a conception of the ideal would
extend it to every form of social, as well as political, afe,
including industry, religion, and education.
£. G. Catlin provides us with a concrete definition of demo-
cracy aa it refers to political organization. To him democracy
is the "system of government under which the executive and the
majority of the legislature are at regular intervals elected by
the majority of the citizens, or by tne largest single group,
and are accountable to it.* 6 Sucn a definition emphasizes Lin-
^ C. Deiisle Burns, Political Ideals , (London: Oxford University
press, 1932), p. 276.
5 ibid.
,
p. 278.
b I. G. Catlin, "The Role of Propaganda in a Democracy," Annals
of the American Academy of political and Social Science
,
CLXXIX (May, 1935), 2i9 .
4=
coin's conception of government "by the people." Democratic
government, moreover, is distinct from the republican form,
which may be government of the people by a section of tne people
It is also distinct from popular government, which may be gov-
ernment of the people for the people, but not necessarily by a
majority of the people, directly or indirectly. 7 These dis-
tinctions are especially important in relation to a study of
contemporary economic pressure groups, as interference with
true democratic procedure by such forces will serve to change
democratic government into one of the alternatives suggested
by Burns.
From the time of the Greeks, who invented the term "democ-
racy," the ideal has also been of great importance in the soc-
ial atmosphere. Denny emphasizes the social implications of tne
democratic iaea± when he defines democracy as "the organization
Of society on the basis of respect for the individual."*3 Such
a definition implies far more tnan a government by a show of
hands. It includes protection of minorities, respect for the
dignity of the human oeing, and a system of justice for all
men under the law. It also implies an honestly informed public
opinion "so that men may make decisions about their common prob-
lems as near to the sunlight of truth as men may hope to ap-
proach. " s
Loc. cit.
8 George V. Denny, "Toward A ftcrkaole Democracy; America's Town
Meeting of the Air," Vital Speeches . Ill (1937), 626f.
9 Loc. cit.

5The social application of the democratic ideal is concerned
with economic pressure groups in three ways. in tne first, it
regards as insignificant distinctions maae on the basis of phys-
ical force, wealth, or birth. Democracy works on tne nypo th-
esis that all men are equal, and the hypothesis is used in or-
der to discover who are the best oy giving recognition to dis-
tinctions cf inteliect and cnaracter.^ This phase of tne demo-
cratic ideal is especially concerned with the treatment of
children, since it is in childhood when distinctions of ability
may be discovered by a genuine education. Any action by an ec-
onomic pressure group toward controlling or influencing the var-
ious branches 01 present-day American educational institutions
would tnerefore constitute an interference with true democratic
]:rocedure. The same may oe said with reference to tne tield of
religion. Secondly, tne democratic ideal has in it a reference
to the contact between groups of men. 1* This aspect of the
ideal finds special importance in the field of labor relations
and would militate against the bringing of economic group pres-
sure to bear in such a way as to hinder the la coring class in
industry from organizing for purposes of collective bargaining.
Thirdly, social democracy recognizes that the structure and ac-
tion of the group to which a man belongs is greatly influenced
oy contact with other groups. 1 *^ Tnis implies both a political
10 Burns, op. cit., p. <37fc.
11 Loc. cit.
13 loc. cit.
»
6and social interdependence of groups. Carried into tne field of
labor relations, it would mean that any effort on tne part of an
economic pressure group to hinder the process of establishing
an equal understanding between the employer ana tne employee con-
stitutes an interference with true democratic procedure.
The civil liberties . The basis of the problem of determin-
ing when and how an economic pressure group is interfering with
democratic procedure is essentially one of basic civil liber-
ties. The First Amendment of tne Constitution, as it refers to
such social freeaoms as the freedom of speech, of press, of
assembly and petition, and religious liberty, contains the guide
for determining correct democratic procedure. 1^ Two of these
ancient and fundamental freedoms hold especial importance in
studying the activities and effects of anti-democratic economic
pressure groups in this country today. Tne first of these is
freedom of conscience. This is especially important in deter-
mining true religious liberty and in guarding against the ac-
tivities of selfish special interests, whether they emanate
from within the church organization itself or from some outside
source.-1-4 Tne second is the freedom of speech and assemblage,
including the right to petition. The right of free speecn in-
1 'Z
Grenville Ciark, "Civil Liberties: Court Help or Self-help,"
Annals of tne American Academy of political and Social
Science , UXCV (January, !9o8), £53.
14 been Whipple, Our Ancient Libertie s, (New York: H. W. Wilson
Co., 1927), "D . 14.

eluding the right to petition. The right of free speech in-
cludes the right to say without interference tnings that are
new ana unpopular. Free speech, in effect at least, is denied
if one is permitted to advocate only that with which the major-
ity agrees. Speech cannot be saia to be free if those who
voice new ideals are sent to jail, or even threatened with such
punishment, merely for their utterances.^ A recent example
of the ever-present danger of the infringement of the right of
free speech and freedom of conscience occurred at the House
waval Affairs Committee when Representative Hamilton Fish ans-
wered the statement of Franklin Litteil, social actionA of the
National Council of Methodist ^outh with the declaration that
"such youths ought to be put in jail." 16 The importance of
freedom of opinion and freedom of spaseh lies in the fact that it
is the only sure means of guaranteeing orderly prosress. Re-
pression of new ideas and forces over a period of time nas in-
evitably resulted in disorder, violence and bloodshed. Such
has also been the history of the industrial struggle in the Un-
ited States. Where the rights of labor are restricted, violence
follows. Violence seems almost always to be used first by the
employing class and by the public officials. i? As we snail see
later, similar anti- democratic policies of certain economic
^ R, B . Baldwin, quoted Dy D.D. Vaughan, "Legislation against
11 Radicalism," (Mimeographed Sheet), p. 6.
r? News eek , XI (February S8J 19 38), 14.
Baldwin, ioc. cit.

apressure groups are bringing the same results to pass today.
Only where labor can exercise its rights to organize, strike and
picket, is there an absence of violence and disorder.
II. DEMOCRATIC PROCEDURE IN PRACTICE IN THE UNITED STATES
it is also valuable to obtain a working conception of democ-
racy as it operates in this country today, emphasizing the im-
portance of the various economic forces, at work. Although an
economic interpretation of the current state 01 American democ-
racy cannot be considered adequate to aescrioe all sides of the
picture of tne conditions in America toaay, Dr.Nicnolas Murray
butler points out that the economic aspect of history has taken
on a greatly increased significance during tne past century
because of the world-wide rise on a nuge scale of our present-
day industrial system. 1^ Taken as a whole, neither the present
national market nor the world market existed prior to tne seven-
teenth century. Today these two markets are engaged in a strug-
gle for dominance, the outcome of whicn is going to determine
i9
tne future history of our democracy. Karl Marx, with all his
limitations and shortcomings, said nearly a century ago that
"the relation of industry and of the world of wealth in general
to tne political world is the cnief problem of modern times'.'*30
*8 Nicholas Murray Butler, "background of tne Laoor Problem,"
Vital Speeches ', III (1937;, 72u.
19 Loc. cit.
3u Arnold Ruge and Karl Marx, Deutsch-ftranzosi acne Janrbucher.
Claris, 1354), p. 75, quoted by N.M. butler, loc. cit.

His acute intellect served to forecast quite accurately what
has come to be a current trend.
Our li oeral- demo era ti c state . America operates unaer a
system which Maurice i^armelee has referred to as a "lioerai-
aemocratic state."^ 1 in its economic aspect it is basea upon
the private ownersnip of the means of production ana free pri-
vate enterprise, in other words, a form of capitalism. In its
political aspect it is based upon the party system and the con-
trol of the executive by the legislative ana judiciary brancnes
of the government. In contrast with the feuaaiistic, monarchis-
ts and theocratic types of the state, it is a secular or lay
state. It is also the civil state "basea in theory, but very
little in practice, upon the will of the people. ,,<d ~ Tnus one
of the theoretical, but not necessarily practical, postulates
of our "libera^ democracy" is the equality of all citizens be-
fore the law. This involves the recognition ana, to some ex-
tent, the safeguarding, 01 certain civil lioerties such as free-
dom of speecn, of publication, ana oi assemoly. Also theoreti-
cally, the police powers ana trie economic functions of the state
are limited, irMle the nominal legal rights of tne indiviaual as
expanded.
Economic i ndi vidua11 sm . Such are the theoretical, if not
practical, principles of our liberal democracy. Such an inter-
31 Maurice Parmelee, "Liberal Democracy, Fascism and Boi3nsvism,
Annal3 of the Am. Acad, of j^ol. & Sec. Sol
.
, CLXXX (July,
19.55; , 47. ; *3 Loc. cit.

pretation strongly emphasizes a lai ssez-iaire policy both in
political ana in economic affairs. The original and extreme
conception of lai ssez-iaire assumea that from the free pursuit
of private end.3 combined witn an almost total absence of con-
scious control, some "invisible nana" wouiQ bring an automatic
net result of public good.^ This old conception of the prin-
ciple of lai S3ez- iaire is being hammerea hard at the present
time, and constitutes one of the major sources for anti- democra-
tic pressure group activity, as Glenn Frank has statea, "in
this modern economy of science, technology and power produc-
tion, anything like an every man for himself and the devil take
the hindmost laissez-faire is obviously anti-30ciai ana, in the
end, breaks even the men who may, for a time, profit by its
practice.""' The vitsu. weakness of a relatively unqualifiea
lai ssez-iaire system is that it proviaes the possibility of a
ruthless pursuit of indiviauax interests at the expense of the
common interests of the people as a wnole. Relatively recent
legislation, sucn as anti- trust law3, have servea to briaie
some of the destructivsness of laissez-faire power. But what
i3 more important in tnis study is that the nation has not been
ad luately cleansed of such aouses because to a large extent
the lai 3sez-faire seifisnness of groups. That this fact is so
wiaely unrscognizea only aaas to its potential danger and abuse.
Thus those theoretical principles with which we have just dealt
a
° Frank, op. cit., pp. 332f.
a4 Loc. cit.

furnish only an external view of American liberaj. democracy. Tne
most important feature of cur democratic system is not in its
outward appearance. It lies in the nature of tne control hid-
den within, ana that dominant control is economic. ^ Professor
tiarolo Laski has formula tea a description of the situation in
tne following woras: "'Wherever a class struggle exists in a
society, the power 01 the state win oe manifested on tne side
oi those who control the instruments of production in the so-
ciety whic.i it controls. ' This "inner" control was first
apparent in the small class of monopolists of lane and capital
who fought the liberal and democratic aspirations of the eight-
eenth and nineteenth century reforms.
Today an obstinate economic conservatism is trying to in-
vest in the traditional forms of our constitutional rights a
sanctity their creators never intended.^ In place of indivi-
dual liberty, wnat is actually developing is a conception of a
so-called "natural right" of property. True democratic proced-
ure has oeen so interfered with in tnis country that instead
of a steady progression/to a higher order of human welfare, the
nation is becoming confronted more and more with dire poverty
and insecurity for the vast majority of tne dispossessed and
non-propertied workers. Says Parmeiee, "the principal outcome
of industrial and financial capitalism under the benign acqui-
escent regime of liberal democracy has been the unparalleled
2 s
~~ Parmelee, op. cit., pp. 4?f.
^6 tiaroid J. Lasici, quoted by Parmelee, loc. cit.
r** Frank, op. cit., p. 3 34.
ft; at:
..
.
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concentration of wealth and disparity of incomes, giving rise or.
the one hand to excesaive riches, and on the otner to helpless
•J Q
aestitution for the masses."
One of the most importanc essentials for a truly represen-
tative democracy, according to democratic theory, is "tolera-
tion." In fact, toleration can be considered the watchword in
tne struggle for democracy. It is no accident that in those
countries professing democratic principles today, their success,
or lack of it, has depended upon their treatment of the problem
of toleration.^ Democratic tneory is essentially a tneory of
toleration. That fact is clearly expressed in John Stuart
Mill's conception of a liberal democracy, and it is apparent
in the whole mood and life work of Thomas Jefferson. One of
Jefferson's major contri outions to tne formation of our system
of government was his influence in bringing about certain guar-
antees for individual freedom and toleration as they are expres-
sed in the Constitution. The fact that various economic pres-
sure groups are all too often and too consistently distorting
or violating the basic principle 01 toleration mases the need
for analyzing the various aspects of interference with democrat-
ic procedure today all the more acute.
one of the greatest forces with whicn selfish and anti-dem-
ocratic economic pressure groups have to deal is public opinion.
Just as the power of such groups can be curbed only through the
force of the informed opinion of the public, pressure groups
28 rarmelee, 10c. cit.; 39 Clark, op. cit., p. 219.

la
can gain their objectives only tnrough an effective manipula-
tion of public tnought ana action. Failure of public opinion
to assert itself effectively against pressure groups is due
largely to two reasons. The first lies in the public indiffer-
ence to the partisan attitudes of political parties and to "the
apparent unwillingness or inability of our agencies of news
dissemination to place before the puoiic as a whole tne infor-
mation on which sound judgments can be reacneci. nOU Either such
agencies are unwilling to accept tne unpopularity that comes
through opposition to economic pressure groups, or they are
directly control-Lea oy some such interest, or combination of
interests. The secona reason for the great power of economic
pressure groups lies in tne fact that as a rule, the general
public has an unfortunately short memory, and the contmuea ana
concentratea activities of such groups taJfce advantage of such a
situation.*5 ^ The power of economic pressure groups can oe
curbed, therefore, only through the organization of an informed
and articulate public opinion which will remember and be will-
ing to support the various agencies that can promote the acnieve
men* of true democratic procedure in the various aspects of Am-
erican life.
Herbert H. Lehman, "Public Opinion and Democracy," Vital
,
Speeches , III (1937), 765.
^Loc. ci t
.

III. KGDK&llIC PRESSUKu GROUP TECHNIQUE
The techniques of economic pressure groups are variea. As
will "be seen later on, various economic interests follow dif-
ferent courses to acnieve their oojectives. m two respects,
nowever, the methods of the various interests groups are alike.
First, their ultimate objective is to alter or inhibit general
public thought and action, or that section of the public to
which their particular interests confine them. Secondly, they
all use a form 01 propaganda to some extent. While the speci-
fic metnods of pressure used by different economic interest
groups will be of interest to us later, the standard forms of
propaganda technique should be considered first, as their ap-
plication i3 general.
Propaganda . Belie Zeiier emphasizes tne importance of prop-
aganda as a form of economic pressure group technique when she
3ays that "the outstanding feature of modern pressure group
technique is the widespread use of propaganda channels with
tneir multitudinous ramifications. 1"^ a survey of propaganda
as a vital factor in economic group pressure technique is
tnerefore necessary. Trouble immediately arises when one at-
|
tempts to define the term. A common ana erroneous conception
of the term attributes to it anything that is baa or subversive.
32 Bene Zeiier, "Lobbies and Pressure Groups; A Political Sci-
entist's Point 01 View," Annais of tne American Academy of
Political ana Social Science , CXuV (January, ±963), 79.

Such a 003106] tion merely reilects the fact that propaganda has
so 01 ten been used to accomplish selfish and narrow ends that
its potentiality for use in constructive activity nas been un-
derestimated, or ignored. A forcible definition which empnasizea
tne end wmch the word seeks, regard-ess of the effect which
such an end mignt have on society, is probaoly best summed up
in the following words: "Propaganda is tne attempt to influence
other a to some predetermined end by appealing to t-ieir thought
or feelings." 3,5 Lumley offers -che suggestion that propaganda
nas arisen whenever there is conflict in society. ^4 Thus the
conflicts in present American life which arise from basic eco-
nomic causes can be considered tne principle reason for the rise
of economic pressure groups and their use or propaganda to ac-
complish tneir own particular ends. Moreover, pasx; history
as well as more current events have been very mucn influenced
oy tnese factors. Dooo has outlined the sociological approach
to tne problem of propaganda. He maintains that to tne socio-
logist, propaganda is either a means of social control or a
method by wnicn an individual or a group works for his or their
own interest.^ The sociologist must also not only consider
the effect of propaganda on indivi dua^s; ne must determine tne
possible effect on society . Propaganda utilized by organized
economic pressure groups in tnis country may produce results
66 "Propaganda", Pamr.hlst
,
(Mew York: institute for Propaganda
Analysis, Inc., lv6Q)
, p. 3.
F. Lumley, The Propaganda Menace, I Mew xork: The Century
Company, 1933), p. 157.
35 Leonard Doob, Propaganda; Its psychology and Technique ,
(New York; H. holt & Co . , 19 35), p. 76.

thai; transcend national boundary lines. Therein lies mucn of
the importance of propaganda.
The advance of technology whicn brought about the develop1-
mem; of present large scaie industry has, in its turn, produced
conflicts in American life whicn have made propagandas sharper.
There are almost innumeraole conflicts within our democratic so-
ciety — between groups of workers and groups of owners, be-
tween groups of workers and other groups of workers, oetween
farmers ana consumers, between industrial labor and farmers,
ana between farmers ana tne manufacturers.
But as we have already seen, this sane technological devel-
opment has been largely responsible for the development of demo-
cracy in the United States ana has providea many of the features
oy which we recognize our "liberal" democracy. **b Because in
sariier years tne so-caiiea lower classes haa no power, their
iemanas ccuia be disregarded, but tne steadily increased lit-
eracy of the American people nas brought them power as workers,
consumers, and voters. This growing power is largely attriou-
fcaole to the advance 01 technology, and it has contriouted to the
growth of propaganda efforts and techniques. Today, tnereiore,
powerful propaganda appeals are being made for the support of
tne great middle class of tnis country — as a body of workers,
consumers, or voters. Democracy as it exists in the United
States provides a full scope for propaganda from anybody, any-
aup ra, p . 9
.

•s7
tyhere, any time. The fundamental liberties affordea, theoret-
ically at least, in our democratic state is resulting in a
"tree for all" battle of propagandas, with many groups striving
for supremacy in tne political, commercial, religious and
social areas.
Such a condition is in direct contrast with those existing
in tne fascist state wnere propaganda is a weapon reserved sol-
ely oy the state. A government monopoly 01 propaganda trans-
fers it into a weapon for the exclusive use 01 the state. Fur-
thermore, in the totalitarian countries of the world — Germany,
ltaiy and Russia — propaganda is backed by force. ob Tbis fact
should become increasingly important to us when we realize that
the combination of propaganda and force is to a certain extent
present even in tne democracy of the united States. uur fur-
ther study of economic pressure groups will reveai that this
combination of propaganda and force is one of the principal
factors involved in tne interference with democratic procedure
on the part of the economic pressure groups.
Propaganda is undemocratic in the United States today in
i
two other respects: first, in the case of certain economic
;
pressure interests who have the money necessary to ootam the
I oest facilities through which to carry on their propaganda —
newspaper, magazine and radio facilities are costly; secondly,
through censorship of some propagandas. Censorship and force
u
' 'Propaganda Analysis; Monthly Letter," I (Feoruary, 1938), j.
°°
"Propaganda," op. cit., p. 13.
i

U9uaiiy go aand in hand in anti-democratic action. 0^ In iact,
tne application of any kino. 01 force is a movement away from
democracy. A truly democratic system provides tne means for
i
Jtruth ana falsehood to be fought out i$ a free and unrestricted
,iieic The growing tendency for the majority of the facilities
i or propaganda dissemination to be concentrated in the nands of
certain powerful economic interests is distinctly anti-democra—
tic, for "wnat is truly vicious is not propaganda but a monop-
oly 01 it." 4u
it is becoming generally recognized that there is an acute
need for an intelligent puolic reaction to the propaganda dis-
seminated by various organized interests in tJaie country. Tne
most recent and adequate movement toward meeting this need has
been in the formation of the Institute for x^ropaganoa Analysis,
Inc., a non-profit corporation organized to assist the public
jin detecting and analyzing propaganda. This organization has
summarized the various phases of propaganda technique into a
list 01 seven common devices used by propagandists. The titles
{which it has given tnese devices are practically self-expiana-
jjtory. The urst is the "name calling" device, which is used to
encourage the forming of judgment without examining the evidence
on wnicn it should be based. Sucn a method appeais to tne emo-
tions of hate and fear by giving "bad names" to subjects sel-
ected for attack, a second form is that of "glittering general-
i
39 Ibid., p. 13.
40 "propaganda Analysis; Monthly Letter," cp. cit., p. 3.

itiee," by which a program is identified with virtue by use of
"virtue words," Such words appeal to the emotions of love,
generosity, ana bro tnernooa, ana through such emotions such
••:or;.s can be ma.de to suggest sninmg ideals. A third propagan-
da device is that of "transfer," by whicn the propagandist
carries over the authority, sanction, and prestige 01 something
i
commonly respected and revered, to that which he endeavors to
;have become accepted. Such a technique emphasizes the use of
i
symocis, such a3 the cross or the national flag. The use of
I testimonials is a fourth device to ma&e something acceptaole.
fifth, tne "plain folKS device" is a common personal method
used by those heading up almost any kind Of an interest group,
in which an effort is made to win confidence in tne object or
plan Deing propagandized by the leaders of tne propaganda ap-
pearing to be just like the mass of people whom they seek to
influence. Sixth, the "card stacking" device is becoming in-
creasingly common. Through it tne propagandist employs ail the
arts of deception to win support for himself or his group by
under- empnsi zing or over- emphasizing in order to dodge issues
or evade facts. Ana finally there is the "band wagon" device,
I
which strives to nave the propagandist's program accepted en
'masse. Its theme is "everybody's doing it." The tendency to
use this system is often reflected in Doth written and spoken
,
.... - ., ,.~ .... —
.
! "Propaganda Analysis; Monthly Letter, " I November, 1937), 1.
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propaganda. ^ In ail these devices emotion is the means
through which tne propagandists attain tneir enas.
The use of tnese various propaganda devices does not con-
stitute an evil in itself. Tne danger _ies in the end to wnich
such devices are put by narrow and selfish economic pressure
group interests. It is to t.iis danger to which Las3weii re-
fers when ne says that "under democratic conditions, it seems
that the long-run effect of tnis resort to propaganda is to
undermine the basic loyalties upon whicn democratic institu-
tions depend, and to prepare tne way for impulsive revolt
against them." 4"* The American conception of democracy implies
ffetith in a "government by talk"; faith in discussion; faitn
in certain common phrases which are used to talk aoout the com-
mon goals. The continuously increasinf practice of using prop-
aganda in a large-scale modern democracy, such as the United
States, are gradually tending to discredit the symools and tne
practices which have been historically associated with democ-
racy.
Pupli c opinion . An increasing numoer of economic group
interests, through the seven common propaganda devices just
enumerated, are misusing the power of emotional appeal for the
benefit of their own narrow and selfish purposes. Tne result
4
^ Ioia. , pp. 3f.4^ iiarold u * Lassweil, "Tne person: Suoject and Object of
Propaganda, " Ar.nals of the American Academy, of political and
Social Science , CLXXiX Uay, 1955) , 188.
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of this misuse is appearing in the liquidation of what Lasswell
refers to as the "sentimental basis of democratic government,"
I
which is leaving the community more exposed than before to an-
ti- democratic movements during a crisis, sucn as that connec-
ted with our most recent economic depression. 44 Propaganda
begets only more propaganda, ana eventually propaganda begets
frustrations which result in the use of force. Wnen chose af-
fected by the selfish propaganda of economic pressure groups
oegin to recognize the selfish motives underlying such propa-
ganda, the sense of frustration and ccnilict begins to develop
in the minds of the masses of the people. The resulting reac-
tion is an enthusiasm for action instead of "talk"; for trust
and faith in courageous leaders instead of loyalty to "deoating
societies" in government. The anti-dernccrati c and pro- fascist
implications contained in such a trend become quite evident.
The misuse of propaganda devices for the attainment of selfish
ends by economic pressure groups, therefore, is only one form
of interference with democratic procedure. The second, and
still more serious form of interference is the use of force.
And our furtner study of economic pressure group activity in
the various phases of American life will show that tne use of
force i3 becoming more and more common. That fact should in
many cases suggest hov; serious economic pressure group interfer-
ence with democratic procedure has become.
44 Loc. cit.
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CHAPTER II
ECONOMIC PRESSURE GROUPS INTERFERING WITH DEMOCRATIC PROCEDURE
IN EDUCATION
I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
Economic -pressure groups and education. Pressure group
interference with democraiic procedure in the field of educa-
tion is no new phenomenon. One of the first notable examples
of pressure groups activity occurred three centuries ago. in
approximately the year 1610, Galileo, a professor at the Univ-
ersity of raaua, began to teach in public the heliocentric the-
ory of the universe which haa been advanced nearly seventy
years before by Copernicus as a tentative hypothesis. For
teaching this view Galileo was subjected to severe criticism
ana censorship, and was compelled to retract the theory.*1 To-
day, organized interests in general, ana economic interests in
particular, are the most vital factors in the conflict ana con-
fusion of our changing civilization ana culture with whien the
educator has to deal. Economic group pressure is an especially
important element in this case because it is so often directly
or indirectly influencing the activity of ostensibly different
groups, 8uca as "patriotic" and religious organizations. Two
types of difficulty encountered in running the various eauca-
tional systems of the country have made it necessary for the
!
-—
1 Julia E. Jchnsen, Academic Freedom, (Aigw York: 1S25) . p. 37.
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educator to know ana to appraise the organized interests.
First, it has become evident that such interests have a part
in shaping the lives of the growing generation. Economic un-
rest, economic power, as well as patriotism and religious be-
lief, are some of the emotions and realities represented by or-
ganized interests. The second difiiculty appears when the edu-
cator deals With controversial social topics in the schools.*5
Topics such as economic radicalism, attacks upon the country's
political ana social institutions and similar hotly disputed
topics must necessarily oe found in every vitally conducted
eaucaxionai program. Pressure groups with special economic
interests at stake become especially concerned over sucn is-
sues and usually focus their attention and activity for the
attention and the assent of the mass of the American people. 0
Democracy and education . education holds a vital rela-
tionship with democracy and with the ideals that hold democrat-
ic procedure as the most adequate pattern of living. Democra-
cy, as it has developed during the last three centuries, was
largely made possible through education. Former Assistant
Secretary of State W. R. Castle points out that democracy has
developed as the result of individuals in larger and larger
numbers learning to tnink for themselves. 4 Faith in democrat-
ic
Bruce Raup, Education and Organized Interests in America,
(i'jew York: G.P , Putnam 1 s Sons, 1936), pp. If.
0 Loc. cit.
W. H. Castle, "Liberalism and Dictatorship," Vital Speeches,
III (1937;, 464.
!
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ic procedure has grown as the freedor/i for individual reason,
fostered by the growth of liberalism, has developed. Likewise,
true lioeralism can only exist, and is sure to exist, where
there is freedom for all reasoning individuals to think and to
speak. Any inhibiting influence on the part of selfish eco-
nomic interests in relation to educational procedure, there-
fore, becomes definitely anti-democratic. Says Burns,
the efforts to attain equal opportunity for all have suffered
and are now weakened by the underrating of knowledge. A thor-
1
ough and vitalizing education is the only security for demco-
!
racy...." 5 Therefore any effort on the part of economic pres-
sure groups to misuse educational processes for their own pri-
vate good constitutes an interference with democratic procedure
and is definitely anti-democratic.
The difference between tne purpose benind tne educational
agency and the purpose benind the economic pressure group re-
j solves itself largely to a distinction between education and
propaganda. We have previously considered the important char-
i
i 6
acteri sties of propaganda, so our attention can be confined
j largely to the former, education is fundamentally concerned
with moulding and developing a human being in terms of an id-
eal, as far as the potentialities of the individual himself
will allow it. Propaganda, on tne ether hand, "aims at getting
!
;
5
Burns, op. cit., p. 299.
6 Supra, pp. 17ff.
|

people either to do or not to do some very particular thing."''
Education ana propaganda are therefore at least related activi-
ties. education, in its effort to mould ana develop the indiv-
idual so as to make him a more perfect person, must employ de-
finite standards. As President Hutchins of the University of
Chicago says, "the purpose of education is not primarily to
fill a student's mina with facts, or to reform or amuse him,
but to teach him to think, if possible, and to think always for
himself. Democratic government rests on the notion that the
8
citizens will think for tnemse-ves. " Tne position of the prop-
i
agandist, however, is very different. He inclines toward a
9
"manipulative view of all matters touching his creed." Tnus
with the economic pressure group, the manipulator of propagan-
da, it is alv/ays a question of what an issue brought forward
jl
in the process of education will mean to its own organization,
when education considers anything of intellectual or spiritual
value, the fundamental question concerning such a value, as
far as the economic group interests are concerned, is: does
the intellectual or spiritual ideal strengthen or weaken usY
For the sake of convenience it is well to divide the field
of education as it exists in tne United States today into two
general classes. The first can be referred to as "iormal"
i
7
C. J. Friedrich, "Education and Propaganda," Atlantic , CLiX
(1937;, 695.
!
° Robert M. Hutchins, "What Is a University," Radio Address
,
April 18, 19 35.
y Friedrich, loc. cit.
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education and includes all kinds of school systems from tnose
organized to handle elementary education up to the colleges and
universities. The second type is "mass" education and includes
those systems which, by tne nature of their organization, oper-
ate to disseminate information and increase knowledge, but un-
like formal educational institutions, do not disseminate know-
ledge to carefully graded ana limited groups according to de-
finitely preconceived teaching methods. In the latter class
would come the radio and tne press,
• j',-. b&vf v.'V. v vlo.ua- ; -.:'t v. Li
II. ECONOMIC PRESSURE GROUPS
INTERFERING IN FORMAL EDUCATION
The essence of democratic proceaurein the field of educa-
i
tion can be very weli summed up in two words: "acaaemic free-
dom." Tne importance of academic freedom can be clearly seen
in the light of the fundamental purposes which underly formal
education in the United States. There are three such purposes:
first, to promote inquiry and advance the sum of human know-
ledge; second, to provide general instruction tc the students;
third, to develop experts for various branches of the puoiic
10
service.
We shall first consider the problem of interference with
democratic procedure by economic pressure groups in tne field
of formal education. In the relation between organized eco-
10
Johnsen, op. cit., p. 49.

nomic group interests and educational technique the educator is
the vital factor. Education and the schools, whether they
want to or not, are instrumental in the process whereby a civi-
lization and a culture are continually remaae. Teaching an in-
dividual involves, to some degree, a modification of his social
inheritance. It is the teacher's function to first select
wnat snail be taught and, as Raup states it, "when the bases of
a civilization and culture are disrupted and confused, this
selection becomes a definite contribution to a modified fu-
ture. 1,11 We have previously noted that in times of stress
and confusion pressure group activities increase. 1^ In a per-
iod of social and economic stress, such as is going on in this
country and the rest of the world at the present time, the ed-
ucator becomes doubly concerned with the direction which the
culture ol his age is taking. First, he must "strive better
to understand what he is doing and make nis selections and
choices with the largest vision of which he is capable.
Secondly, he must be aware of the outside economic interests
striving to influence his educational policies and resist
them, if possible. Raup says, "the educator deais consciously
with the common culture," 14 and thereby he not only transmits
it to his pupils, but helps remake it. Moreover, he should
not only deal consciously with it, but also conscientiously
Raup
,
op . ci t
. , p . 5
.
L * supra, p. 16.
13 Raup, op. cit., p. 4.
ibid., p. 5.

With it. Ana to ao so directly involves the right of free
' speech. Any effort on the part of an economic interest group
to interfere with the conclusions conscientiously arrived at
is a direct interference with democratic procedure. Particu-
larly in all fields involving fundamental social and inter-
national conflicts are economic pressure group activities most
numerous.
Illustrations of pressure technique . For years one of the
I most powerful economic pressure groups interfering with demo-
I cratic procedure in the field of education have been the public
utility systems. The schools operate in a society in which the
utilities are a dominant force. Therefore the utilities are
j
greatly concerned with what the schools are teaching aoout
their ousiness and its ethics. ° Senator George W. Norris
1 was officially connected with official measures that have been
taken by the Federal Trade Commission, and part of his charge
against utilities is summarized in the following words:
They ftne utilities] have organized com-
mittees of inspection to examine the text-
oooks used in tne public schools. They
have issued thousands of pamphlets to be
used in the classroom. They have enter-ed
the universities of the country ana sub-
sidized professors ana leaders in educa-
tional lines.
Friedrich, loc. cit.
16
17
' Raup, op. cit., p. 11.
George W. Norris, "The Power Trust in the Public Schools,"
Journal of the N
. a. a ., (November, 1929), p. B77.
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Senator Norris emphasizes the most disagreeable phase of
the anti- democratic activities of the utilities — their sec-
recy. Much of the objection to utility activities could oe
i
eliminated if the private corporations would advocate openly
their viewpoint and tneir method of supplying electricity to
18
the people. As such it would come under the heading of pro-
paganda. laying utility emissaries to deal specifically with
1
social questions from the standpoint of the utilities under
the guise of true and uninnibited education is quite another
matter. The utility agencies have been and still are active
in educational institutions in a great many different direc-
tions. They are hiring college and university professors;
criticizing and altering courses in the schools; reviewing,
revising, editing, removing textbooks and introducing their
own literature in the schools; introducing and subsidizing ut-
ility courses in the colleges and subsidizing research work;
having representatives of the utility companies on the facul-
19
ties, and controlling university extension work. Much of
this could not have been accomplished had not a large part of
the educational leaders oeen ready to listen. Many education-
al leaders believe there is a need for a closer contact be-
tween the school and tne community, and they have claimed that
the utilities nave given them their chance. Thus, as Raup says,
Loc. Clt.
Carl D. Thompson, Confessions of the Power Trust, (New York:
ii. P. Dutton Co., 19 33), pp. 330f.
4
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"through tnem and in other indirect ways the great corporations
'gave the schools a taste of the real world. A strong pu^
lie reaction against such conditions has arisen since the expo-
sure of propaganda, and strong-arm tactics of tne power trusts
have "been revealed. As a result, the former close alliance
between schools ana utilities has largely been dissolved. Al-
though the active influence of the utility interests upon edu-
cational plans ana procedure is greatly diminished at the pre-
sent time, their potential influence remains as great as ce-
lore. The schools are a powerful factor in moulding the thought
processes of the society upon which utilities depend for their
existence, and therefore our formal educational systems are un-
der the constant surveillance of this economic pressure group.
The National Association of Manufacturers has maae the
!' statement that it takes an active interest in schools "'mainly
when profits ana private ownership are threatened — and its
members as individuals occasionally call the attention of school
superintendents or publishers to radical pronouncements against
tfilfrtts . Ote of tiie
'the present rights and profits of private manufacturers
.
1 "
^
i
! -itnert . - ^. ck«ttt «*« ea*«tt4 'oy Coa&r«»s in
Such a statement is symbolic of the basic motive behind the an-
ti-democratic activities of economic pressure groups in general.
They act "mainly when profits and private ownership are threat-
ened. " The basis for this attitu.de lies in the propagation of
r
1
tiaup, op. cit., p. 39.
M. G. Fraser, quoted from tne unpublished manuscript by
Raup, ibid., p. 1135.
4
the pioneer American virtues which allowed the free play of in-
dividualism in economic life. Our industrial society has so
' changed the scene, however, tnat consciously or unconsciously,
the vested economic interests must operate often exactly con-
trary to their own professed ideal. Their efforts to protect
their own interests are most aptly illustrated by their denial
I
to teachers to freely teach the principles of any other econo-
mic society except that of our own. Such movements usually
come under the guise of "patriotism" ana therefore attract the
support of the jingoistic patriotic pressure groups, such as the
American Legion and the Daughters of the American Revolution.
Regardless of the particular organization oenind any particular
repressive movement, the underlying motive is always economic,
although other interests may be more predominant. Opinions ex-
pressed by teachers in schools or colleges that might appear
critical or derogatory of lai ssez-faire capitalism are automati-
cally branded as "radical" or "un-American."
Results of pressure technique . One of the outstanding ex-
amples of restrictions on teachers was enacted cy Congress in
|
1935 by a rider to the District of u^lumbia appropriations bill
reading: "Hereafter no part of any appropriation for public
schools shall be available for the payment of the salary of any
person teaching or advocating Communism." The school board gave
a liberal interpretation to the law, and permitted an "explanat-
ion" of Communism. At once patriotic and military societies
aroused by economic interests represented by the Hearst press
4<
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subjected the school boara to a bitter attack, anu. the Comptrol-
ler General of the United States was persuaded to require a
signed statement from the teachers to the effect that they haa
i
not so much as referred to Communism before they were given
their bi-weekly pay checks. At present bil^s are pending in
both the Senate and the tiouse providing that Communism can oe
taught out net openly advocated by District of columoia school
teachers.
^
beside numerous bans on various unpopular political pnilo So-
phies, it is also eviaent that it is hazardous in most commun-
ities for teachers to discuss in the classroom the following
suojects: pacifism, trade unions, public ownership of indus-
try, free trade, government regulation of industry, dishonest
banking, civil liberties for radicals, racial equality, birth
control, and sex hygiene. a3 In sucn a list practically every
subject refers directly -co some pnase of economic activity. Ai-
though they are the chief topics of current conversation every-
where, public school teachers seem to be regarded as a Co.ass
from which it is right to exact rigia standards of thought and
conduct conforming to estaoiished institutions. They are pre-
sumed to descries only the theories under which our government
and economic life operate, ana to remain olind to the actual
:processe3 and conditions wnicn develop in spite of the theories.
1
? "The Gas on Teaching," Pamr.hlet, (wew Yoric: American Civil
Liberties Union*. 1957;, p. 3±,
I TaLa.
, p. 22.

The direct outcome of this demand lor conformity by teachers
is the current wave of state laws imposing upon them special
oaths of loyalty. Altnough under the guise of patriotism, the
[interests behind sucn anti- democratic measures are predominantly
'economic, as tney are essentially a demand of teachers to un-
critically accept things as they are. Most of the present laws
were passed were passed by state legislatures since 1931 and
nave achieved their greatest proportions only recently. The map
on the following page illustrates the extent of compulsory
p-atrio-cism in tne united States at tne present time. In gener-
al they follow the plan 01 tne first of their kind, passed in
New York in tne midso of the war hysteria of 18i7, emphasizing
respect for law and order and forbidding advocacy of the form
oi the state or federal governments of this country oeing cnan-
ged.*^ Inasmucn as the ofticiai forces upnoiding law and or-
der usually find themselves on the side of property and capital
in times of industrial crises involving strikes or otner forms
of social pressure, teachers find themselves severely limited
when attempting to discuss proolems of basic social importance,
furthermore, each law thus reflecting the interests of economic
pressure groups is definitely anti-aemo crati c because it un-
jjustly discriminates "against teacners as a class. It deprives
[teachers of their right to freedom of thought, iz limits the
B4 Ibid., pp.
«
compulsory Patriotism in the Scnools

teaching staff of the public schools to those only who lack the
courage or the mind to exercise their legal right to just cri ti-
ll
cism of existing institutions. M &ven as a device for dexec-
j ting disloyalty among school teacher tney are a failure, because
any really disloyal teacner would take such an oath witnout a
'qualm. By ±9d7 the entire educational world was sufficiently
i
.^roused to pusn campaigns for repeal, especially in tne state of
Massachusetts. In the latter state the legislature repealed
the law only to have it vetoed by the governor. Again in 1S38
the repeal of the oath law in this state was defeated by a tie
vote in the Senate.^ 7
Pressure groups organized by various vested economic inter-
ests are also very prominent in departments of higher learning,
in American schools ana colleges efforts to limit the freedom
Ijof speecn and of assemblage are directed most specifically to
departments dealing wit-i some phase of the social sciences.
Often such pressure is represented by some member of tne gov-
erning body of t-ie college or university, such as tne board of
trustees. Sucna procedure is very effective because such an
organization stands in direct relation to tne educational insti-
tution with wni cn it is connected. For example, Professor C.
F. Litteil, head of the department of Political Science of
ICorneii College, lit. Vernon, Iowa, has been tne subject of a
Alfred £. Smitn, quoted in "The Gag on Teaching," op. cit.,
p. 23.
i,27 Boston Post , February 35, 1938, p. 1.
!

series of investigations at the hands of the trustees of that
institution for alleged "radical" activities and utterances
jiconnectea witn the discharge of his professorial duties. Al-
though no direct action was taken against the professor, tne
investigations have revealed considerable antipathy on the part
''of various business officials toward a liberal interpretation
of economic ana political proDiems of the day.
A second source of pressure lies in activities of vested
n
economic interests outside of the governing body of the college
or university. The case of tne committee working against Dr.
L
iG. Bromley Oxnam, President of DePauw University, Greencastle,
Indiana in 19 36, is illustrative. The action originated in
the phairman of tne united States Chamber of Commerce's Commit-
jjtee on Combating Subversive Activities, rie was against all lib-
I
'ierais and pacif i sts . Through business relations the chairman,
raiix M. Mcwhirter, was connected with many other wealthy and
conservative individuals in the American Legion, Chamber of
Commerce, Daughters of the American Hevolution, and similar or-
ganizations. Througn newspaper connections, xne Chamber of
Commerce committee lea a similar organization, tne Consti tution-
al Protective League to prepare a resolution attacking the col-
lege president for his "'constant effort.... to commit his insti-
tution to a program of radicalism ana communistic activity as is
JO
evidenced Dy his many public utterances.'" Furthermore, this
'j ° Quoted by Clarence K. Athearn, "How An Anti-rtea Committee
?
;orks," New Republic , LXXXVIi (May la, 19ab;, Si. ===

^'economic pressure group encouraged, an attack by the American
[i
Legion on the De^auw administration "by exhibiting at a committee
'meeting some of the liberal books sold on the college campus.
Tnus the influential economic and conservative interests attack-
ed. and tried to change President Oxnam's administration and its
Educative policies, ana by arousing other types of pressure
groups, such as the American Legion, sought to psrsuaae such
groups to follow the same line of attack.
Likewise Professor Jerome Davis of the Yale Divinity Scnool
was given notice that his appointment would end in June, 1937,
jpfter thirteen years of service. Although the reasons given
jwere economy ana unsatisiactory relationship ana teaching, con-
siderable evidence shows thai the move was provoked by economi-
cally interested groups opposed to Proiessor Davis' pro-iaoor
and liberal activities. Dr. Hutcnins 01 umcag-o believes in
t.iis respect that "anybody wno has real familiarity with higher
education will not hesitate to assert that professors are not
engaged in suoversive teaching. They will also remind the pub-
lic that professors are citizens. They are not disfranchised
when they take acaaemic posts. Toleration of teacners with
strong pro-fascist or pro-wazi sympathies, seme of them fairly
active propagandists, is quits common, especially among the
oreign- language teachers in colleges. But this is in direct
:
;
2
^ "School Buildings as Public Forums," Pamphlet
, (aew York:
|i American Civil Liberties Union, 19 34;, p. 3.30 Hutcnins, loc. cit.

ad
contrast with the lack of such tolerance of pro-Socialist or
pro- Communist teachers, even among alien professors."
51
Economic pressure groups also interfere with democratic pro-
cedure wnen they deny tie right to use school buildings as
public forums. During the past twenty- five years the use of
school buildings for community purposes has been widely ex-
tended. Some states have legal provisions regarding the use
of such buildings for political and religious meetings, wr.ile
others have partial or no provisions at all. In many communi-
ties, however, these facilities for the use of the public
schools are not at the disposal of minority political parties
nor organizations regarded as radical. And even where tne law
specifically provides against discrimination, way3 are founu
I to discriminate."52 Such discrimination constitutes interfer-
I l fi-
ance with the rights of free speech and free assemblage. Only
live states have legal safeguards against such discrimination
' in the use of school buildings: Indiana, Kansas, Michigan,
worth DaJcota and Oregon. The American Civil Lioerties union
has examined those cities in whicn the minority political par-
ties have been reported to nave been refused permits. The Un-
ion found that in every case, with the exception of Canton,
Ohio, the major political parties were permitted the use of
buildings while the minority parties were not.«*3 Here again is
31
"The Gag on Teaching," cp. cit., p. 31.
32 "School Buildings As Puolic Forums," op. cit., p. 10.
^ 3 Loc. cit.

founa the influence of economic pressure groups, as the most
common minority political parties profess economic motives
wnich are inimical to the economic interests which dominate
both of tne major political parties of this country. An exam-
ination of the state laws on the community use 01 public school $
shows that in twenty-one states specific provisions are made
Dy which political meetings may be held. Of the remaining
twenty- seven states, thirteen have no statutory provision
whatever for community use 01 scaool ouildings. Our formal
educational system, therefore, is very definitely laboring un-
der the effects of anti- demo era ti c interference from the hands
of economic pressure groups. The situation as a whole means
in effect that "the scnool system, public and private, is
geared to the support of those political parties which repre-
sent the economics of capitalism. In this sense and degree tne
school system of the country is under what may oe descrioed as
'capitalist political dictation'
"
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III. ECONOMIC PRESSURE GROUPS INTERFERING
IN MASS EDUCATION
Tne radio . •.'hen the Nazis made their first attempt to
seize power in Austria, their first move was not to murder
i
Dollfuss nor even to silence tne press. Instead, they cap-
tured RAVAG , Vienna's chief radio station. £3y controlling
the propaganda eminating irom this station they laid the ground4
34 Ibid., p. 12.
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work which has led to the control of public opinion, ultimat-
ely resulting in the transformation of Austria into part of
the German Keich. Likewise, in Spam's Civil War tne catties
are being fougnt with microphones as well as with machine guns.
The power of the raaio as an agent for far-flung mass educa-
tion or mass propaganda is becoming generally recognized. Tne
potency of the influence of radio in this country has also be-
come an established fact. President Hoosevelt nas been one of
the fir3t puolic figures to exploit radio's potential power to
its fun advantage. Ruth Brindze nas stated that "on election
day of the year 19 36 the radio conclusively defeated and sup-
planted the press as America's No. 1 instrument for the control
of the public mind."3t> Dictators and political leaaer3 know
the power of radio as a propaganda instrument, or as a poten-
tial source of mass education. In the United States today ed-
ucation is being marketed by hundreds of commercial organiza-
tions outside of the regular school systems, heretofore the
schools, colleges, and universities nave been able to ignore
this competition because they have the advantages of tradition-
al prestige, the personal value of relations with living teach-
: ers, an atmosphere of culture, &nd the presence on their staffs
i
of many of the world's most distinguished scholars. 0 The very
^ Ruth Brindze, Not To Be Broadcast, UMew xork:The Vanguard
Press, 190V;
,
p. 4.
i
^° Glenn Frame, "t-taaio as An educational Force," Annais of tne
American Academy ot Political and Sociai Science, ClXXVH
(January, 19o5;, 119
.
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nature of radio as a medium 01 communication holds profound
educational implications for the national future. rne avaii-
aoility of twenty- five million raaio sets owned by tnree out of
every four famines in the United States bears out this fact.*^7
This great mass of potential listeners is making possible tne
revolutionizing of propaganda and educational techniques, and
already radio is "indirectly exerting a profound and productive
educational influence on American life." <^ The development of
the use of the radio bears direct implications upon the future
of democracy in this country because, a3 Frame says, "entirely
aside from any deliberate policy on the part of its adminis-
trators, [itl will tend in time to give us a new kind of states-
man and a new kind of voter. Therefore what we have said
aoout freedom of the press is indeed important, and must be
jealously guarded, but taken from the standpoint of its pot-
ential power to function as an educational medium and guide the
de3tinities of democracy in the United States, freedom on the
air is of still greater importance.
The problem over the question of who should control the air
waves, and how tney should be controlled, is therefore a vital
one. In European countries, democracies, quasi- democracies and
dictatorships alike, the governments, directly or indirectly,
rule the air waves. In America it is a private monopoly dom-
>
37
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' Zeller, op. cit., p. 80.
!
'6Q l«'rank, "Kaaio As An Educational *orce, " op. cit., p. l<dC.
i
^9 Ibid.
, p. 121.
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inated by the government .
some of the facts that are to be brought out in the follow-
ing pages indicate that to a large extent America has surren-
deree, freedom of speech to big business, before considering the
activities of tne various economic pressure group affecting this
medium of mass education, it would be well to acknowledge two
facts. These should oe kept in mind wnen appraising the scope
of the guarantee of the freedom of speech and press as contained
in tne First Amendment. First, the free speech guarantee has
as its principle objective the maintenance of open avenues of
communication between human minds. Secondly, "the guarantee is
against government censorsnip and not against so-called private
censorship." 40 Unaer this interpretation, therefore, suppres-
sive activities on tne part of economic pressure groups may not
necessarily constitute a legal infringement. In actual results,
however, interference witn freedom of speech on the radio may be
very real.
'ineoreti caily, at least, competition between the various ec-
onomic interests assures freedom of speech on the air. But
when the charge is made that broadcasting in the United Spates
is controlled by the heads of business and finance in the coun-
try, tne combined activities of powerful economic groups with
|the same interests at stance may change the competitive arrange-
40 L. G. Caldwell, "freedom of Speech and Radio r roaacasting,
"
Annals of the American Acacemy of Political and Social
Science, CLXXVI1 (May, 1935), 183f.
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ment into a monopoly. Ruth Brisd.se makes the following state-
ment concerning the common interests of the business ana finan-
cial groups:
Tni s is the class which in Italy and
Germany has benefited most from that new
form of government known as fascism. If
fascism ever happens nere, the new leaders
will not have to seize the radio; they al-
ready contro-i i t. 41 . . , . Tne names of Morgan
and Kockefeller are blazoned on the house
flag of the National broadcasting Company;
the names of other bankers are woven into
the pennant that flies from the masthead of
the Columbia Broadcasting System. Leaser
potentates of the business world — chambers
of commerce, department stores, insurance
companies — operate and dictate tne poli-
cies of "independent" radio stations through-
out the land. 4^
An examination of the financial organization ox the broad-
casting stations in the United States reveals much concerning
their connection with vested economic interests. By far the
greatest part of the radio' broadcasting of this country is
conducted under the auspices of three i.rinciple ciiains: the Na-
tional Broadcasting System; the Columbia Broadcasting System;
ana the Mutual System.
The most powerful cnain in the country is controlled by the
national Broadcasting Company, a wholly owned subsidiary of the
Hadio Corporation of America. Tne directing body of the RCA
chooses tne board of directors of the National Broadcasting Com-
pany. a survey of the individuals comprising the board of dir-
ectors reveals a close coordination with the major business and
4 i Brindze, op. cit., pp. 7f.
icid.
, pp . 11 f.

financial interests of tne country. Chairman of tne board 01
Directors is General James G. Harbord, also a member of the Mor-
gan Bankers Trust Company, an institution wnicn has loanea
§30,000 to another conservative American pressure group, the
Lioerty League.* 3 Another director, wewton D. Baker, is legal
adviser to Morgan utilities, a director of seven prominent com-
panies including the Baltimore and Ohio Ranroaa, tne Mutual
Life Insurance Company, and the Goodyear Tire and Ruober Com-
pany, tie is also prominent in Lioerty League affairs. Mellon
financial interests are represented by Arthur E. Braun. Tne
corporation's legal interests are nandled by James R. Snef-
field, a former president of tne Union League Club and tne na-
tional Republican Club and former Amoassaaor to Mexico. He
played an important role in the relations of tne United States
with Mexico during tne Obregon-ae la nuerta regime when pressura
oy such economically interested groups as the mining and oil
interests almost forced armed intervention by the United States.
.Besides tneir financial affiliations, the personal sentiments
of such men on such important matters as war and peace are sig-
nificant. Says General riarbord, a retired army man and the
chairman of the board of RCA : M
1
War represents a permanent fac-
tor in human life and a very noole one. It is the school of
heroism from which a nation's noolest sons graduate into high-
Ibid., p. 32.
*
est manhood. 1 " 44 Another director, John Hays Hammond, Jr., al-
though not a munitions manufacturer himself, holes many patents
on his inventions of military devices and is thus closely al-
lied with the munitions industry. Such are the opinions of some
of the men who control one of the largest networks in the coun-
try, or in the world, and are thus in an almost unsurpassed pos-
ition to mold the public mind.
•me second largest radio chain in this country is the Col-
umbia Broadcasting Company. Unlike the NBC, it is not ai fili-
ated with any manufacturer of radio equipment, neaaed by Wil-
liam S. Paley, the control of the system lies largely in the
hands of the Paley family. Industrial and banking interests
are also represented on the board of directors, however. Tne
cnain is conducted entirely as a profit-making venture, ana its
editorial policies, therefore, are guided primarily with the
interests of potential advertising economic interests in mine. 45
The Mutual Broadcasting System is the smallest and youngest
of the radio chains, and is a cooperatively owned broadcasting
system. Each of its three principal stations, however, are fin-
anced by big business interests. Its president, Wilbert K,
MacFarlane, is the business manage of the conservative Chicago
Tribune, and Station WGN of the Mutual System is also financed
by this same newspaper. Another station, IF/OR, of Newark, New-
Jersey, is operated by the Bamberger Department Store, while
44 James G. harbord, quoted by Brindze, ibid., p. 36.
45 Brindze, op. cit., pp. 46ff.
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the powerful station FLW of Cincinnati, is operated by the Cros-i
ley Manufacturing Company. Among the sponsors of this chain
is the ultra- conservative economic pressure group, the Cru-
46saaers.
^
The extent to which economic group pressure interfers with
the democratic right of free speech on the air is evidenced by
the comparative freedom of representatives of various group in-
terests to express their ideas over the broadcasting facilities.
In many cases, representatives of major political parties, or
world-famous economists or philosophers are prevented, "in the
light of public interest," from discussing particular subjects,
or from talking at all. On the other hand, representatives ox-
spokesmen for the vested economic interests are usually not
similarly inhibited. The two outstanding indiviudal pressure
groups carrying the message of the industrialists to the people
over the air today are the Crusaaers, and the American Taxpayers
League. Both organizations are r.eavily subsidized by banking
ana industrial interests, the representatives of these organiz-
ations spread their views over the air under the guise of news
broadcasts and "impartial" commentaries on current affairs. As
many industrial organizations both paid for advertising over the
three major networks and also contributed funds for the opera-
tions of these two organizations, speakers sponsored by the
Crusaders and the American Taxpayers League, have been unani-
46 Ibid., pp. 54ff.
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mously given the freedom of tne various raoio facilities .vhen-
47
ever the occasion demanaea.
llustrations of undemocratic censorship. A typical ex-
ample of the other side of the situation occurred the evening
of January 35, 19 35, when Morris L. nirnst, a lawyer and a spe-
cialist in the law of libel, ax temp ted to tafce a part in a
broadcast debate on "Balancing the Budget" over a Mutual sta-
tion, TOR, in Newark, New Jersey. But the oroaocasting cen-
sors prohibited his address from being delivered for not
having complied with the unwritten law of the radio industry,
having "named the names" of Rockefeller, Morgan, and Ford, he
was informed that such names would first have to be deleted be-
fore he would be permitted to face the microphone because "men-
tion of these names might prove objectionable to interests
backing advertising programs over the station. "48 Similarly,
censorship, or "editorial selection" as it is frequently termed,
is quite generally usee over many social problems of the day,
49from laoor disputes to discussions on social diseases. Anti-
democratic interference by economic pressure groups with the
right of free speech will therefore continue to exist as long-
as managers of radio outlets fine it inimical to their personal
interests to allow both sides of a subject to oe discussed over
I cid., pp. 54- S3.
48 Minna Kassner and Lucien Zacharcff, "Radio Is Censorec, "
.Pamphlet, (American Civil Liberties Union;, p. 3.
4
" Brinaze, op. cit., pp. 173-195.

the air. And, it may be added, absence of economic censorship
will be virtually impossible as long as American radio broad-
casting defends upon advertising income for its sustenance. And
the more lucrative the advertising source, the greater its po-
tentialities for anti-democratic interference.
A glance at the combined money revenues of the two major
ji networks, the National Broadcasting Company and the Columbia
Broadcasting System demonstrates grarhically the phenomenal
rise of network advertising. From £3,760,010 in 1927, it rose
to ^10,353,497 in 1938, to £18,739,571 in 1939, to $39,106,776
in 19 33. In 19 33 came a decline to $31,516,398, then a steady
rise in revenues to ^'42, 659, 461 in 19 34, and tc $48,786,735 in
1935. The economic interest groups controlling these funds
|, also control the editorial policies of the broadcasting com-
p ani e s
.
The i:ress . From a theoretical standpoint, the press in a
democracy is a socially useful institution because of its ab-
ility tc report and criticize political conditions and prac-
tices. For this purpose we have the constitutionally guaran-
teed freedom of press, based on the theory that the newspaper
plays an important part in democratic government by representing
the will of the people, serving as a check upon political power,
and taking an active role in public debate. In this connection
50 W. Carroll Munro, "Empire of the Air," Current Hi story
,
CXLVI (July, 19 37), 48.

0. W. Riegel explains that "tne peculiar privileges which tne
press nas traditionally enjoyed nave been cased on the idea
that the newspaper is of service to the public as counselor ana
advocate.
"
bl From this point one might conclude that a news-
paper is best fulfilling its social obligations when it alertly
interprets the significance of events, ke eping uppermost in
mind the public welfare, and "strives with the most enthusiasm
ana energy to bring into existence a state of society which it
believes to be most advantageous to the people it serves."^
m order to secure an adequate picture of the extent of
economic pressure group interference with freedom of the press,
we must approach the problem from two angles. First, we must
examine the general economic structure of tne American press to-
day, and the potentialities for interference that lie therein.
c econdly, we must examine the actual results obtaining from ac-
tivities of tne American press as it exists today.
There are three general reasons why a person publishes a
newspaper. First, he might be in the newspaper business primar-
ily for profit. Secondly, he may go into the newspaper business
mainly to foster political ambition, and might, therefore, be
willing to lose money on his paper so long as he could use it to
promote his canaidacy for office. Thirdly, he might nave a
0. W. Riegel, "Propaganda and the Frees," Annals of the Amer-
ican Academy of Political and Social Science
, CLXX1X (March,
19 55;, 30 5.
Ibid., p. 206.
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"cause" of aome kind. Here again there may be a willingness to
55
sacrifice profits in the interests of promoting certain iaeas."
Under the latter classification would come the Communist Daily
worker or the Christian Science Monitor. Only those newspapers
published for the first reason cited acove contain the potential-
ities of an economic pressure group. In the others a different
interest predominates, such as politics or religion. Therefore
every American newspaper, unless its expenses are paid by some
individual or group for the attainment of some special end, ex-
ists for two main purposes. First, it must show a profit. Se-
condly, in order to snow a profit, it must print news which
attracts and holds readers. As a result of this, Irving Brant,
editor of the editorial page of the S. Louis Star Times , states
that "the metropolitan newspaper is coming to be recognized
as a part of American big business."^4 because of his ousiness
relationships "he stands in the same position as the steel man-
ufacturer, the bank president, the mine operator, the public
utility magnate, or the department store owner. Tnis makes
his interests almost identical with other big business men in
matters affecting stability of investments, problems of taxa-
tion, relations with labor, or tne redistribution of wealth.
Much of this close connection with big business results
from a newspaper's dependence upon advertising. The existence
54 "propaganda," op. cit., p. 63.
Irving Brant, "The Press and Political Leadership," Pamphlet
.
(lew York: American Civil Liberties Union, 19 37), p. 1.
^ Loc. cit.

of a newspaper deirends upon ics readers and its advertisers.
Ana therein lies its vulnerability to anti-democratic policies
of various vested economic interests. Tne reading public can
exert pressure upon the press by refusing to patronize the
newspaper that advocates a point of view with which it does not
agree. But the influence of the advertisers is much more dir-
ect ana powerful. It takes a great deal of financial power for
a newspaper to fight a persistent economic interest group an-
gered by a truthful, publi c- spiri ted editorial policy, repre-
sented either by large advertisers or organized groups of reaa-
ers. Newspapers need ootn advertising revenue ana constant
reaaers in order to exist. Professor Hoscoe Bilard of the
School of Journalism, University of Missouri, has made the fol-
lowing statement regarding zhe potential power of readers ana
Advertisers to control the policies of the press:
a newspaper can offend one or two aaver-
tisers -- if it nas many . It can attack a
utility. But if it loses any significant
proportion of its constant readers, it loses
the indispensable service it must sell to
the advertiser. Yet it is not the reader
that pays for news and comment: the adver-
tiser pays. Journalism, therefore, must
weigh each pressure for suppression or sup-
port in terms of the newspaper's very exis-
tence. Each editor must ask, "Are we strong
enough to withstand this particular pressure?
It is apt to cost us &lu,0Qu or §1.000,000 —
5,000 readers or 50,uOC readers." 06
Strong metropolitan newspapers are in a much Detter position
56 Roscoe Ellard, quoted in "Propaganda Analysis; Monthly Let-
ter," i (February, 19 3BJ, op^ cit., p. 2.
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to resi6t an economic attempt to coerce, therefore, than the
smaller papers, oecause tney have available a larger source of
advertisers ana reaaers. '"hen caught under adverse pressure,
newspapers must thus choose between sacrificing part of the dem-
ocratic right of freedom 01 tne press or hazarding their very
existence. One must conclude, therefore, that the economic
structure of the American press toaay contains very definite
potentialities for interference in democratic proceaure.
There are conflicting opinions, nowever, regarding the ac-
tual influence which the press as an agency for mass education
exercises on the public. We have already referred to the fact
that democratic procedure affords full scope for propaganda from
57
everybody, everywhere, any time. When an economic pressure
group forces its opinion to be disseminated through the agen-
cies of the press, tne information it releases i3 not primarily
educational, out constitutes propaganda. The educational as-
pect involved in this type of propaganda is the effect it has up-
on the thought processes of the reading public. In a recently
published study of the Washington press corps made under the
auspices of the Social Science research Council, some important
lacts were revealed. Sixt> per cent, of the members of the
press corps canvassed admitted that it was almost impossible to
be objective in their editorial policies, and that a constant
bombardment of one editorial policy would consciously or uncons-
57 Supra, p. 17.
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ciously guide the constant reader to the same line of thought.
Only thirty- four and two- tenths per cent, disagreed with this
and live and six- tenths per cent, were uncertain. They a±so
~?reed, on the same per centage, that they would "sense policy"
and were psychologically driven to slant their stories accor-
dingly. Sixty and six- tenths per cent, of the newspaper men
testified they wrote their stories to fit the editorial pre-
conceptions of their employer and only thirty- four and eight-
58tenths per cent, testified to tne contrary.
because of the close connection of tne press with organized
ousiness interests, the policy of the American press has been
fundamentally conservative. Tne actual result which this con-
servative policy is having upon the average reader at the pre-
sent time, however, presents a paradoxical situation. Despite
the fact that tne majority of the American press, influenced by
the vested economic interests back of it, v/as almost unanimous-
ly against the i>iew Deal, the American Newspaper publishers
suddenly realized alter wcvemcer 4, 1936, that they hao compar-
atively little influence in a. presidential election. bS This is
an important fact, and in relation to the uninhi oited freedom
of speech and press in this country it bears a three- fold im-
plication. First, it reflects the fact that for many years "the
American press has been ruled by economic forces whose inevitaole
°§ brant, loc. cit.
LOC. cit.

effect is to destroy the capacity of the press for leadership."
Secondly, it suggests that the average American recognizes in
much that he reads the element of propaganda, and therefore
discounts its relative importance. This general recognition
of propaganda In the news on the part of the reading public
minimizes the potentialities which the press holds as an agent
of mass education. Thirdly, this aecline on the part of the
press as an agent of mass education marks the ascendency of the
newer and more powerful educational instrument, the radio.

CHAPTER III
ECONOMIC PRESSURE GROUPS INTERFERING WITH DEMOCRATIC PROCEDURE
IN RELIGION
I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
An eminent Mohammedan scholar once remarked that Christian-
ity interested him oecause "it was the most socially critical
of all religions, and it was the only religion which had devel-
oped a church." 1 Both of these characteristics have been con-
ducive to the development of democratic procedure in other
phases of national life besides in religion itself. Arthur £.
holt states that fifty-five out of each one hundred adults in
the United States are enrolled as church members. Any kind of
pressure activity that interfere with the development of demo-
cratic procedure in the field of religion, therefore, is affec-
ting the majority of the adult population of the country.
Economi c pressure groups and reli gion. Because the "cnurch
is the most ancient of the institutions which mold the thought
of millions,"^ and because it acts as a custodian of the moral
codes by which social relationships are governed, it is of first
rank importance in a business society. Matthews and Shallcross
55
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go so far as to say that "it is not the least of the functions
of religion to confer moral sanctions upon whatever is aeemed
urgent for the controlling economic forces of society." 4
Democrati c procedure in religion . Democratic procedure
in the realm of religion is essentially a problem of maintain-
ing freedom of thought and expression. It implies freedom
for the individual to worship as he pleases and to interpret
his everyday experiences from as near the Christian viewpoint
as he can approximate it. As a guide toward a more Christ-
like life, true democratic procedure is especially necessary
for religious leaders. Ana as a moulder of thought and action,
the religious leaaer becomes the center of pressure activities,
if any are present. The religious programs and ideals of the
Protestant churches and the Catholic Church are so basically
aifferent that it is necessary to consider them separately. We
shall deal first, therefore, with economic pressure group ac-
tivities in rrotestant organizations, and then aeal with the
case of the Catholic Cnurch.
II. ECONOMIC PRESSURE CROUPS INTERFERING IN PROTESTANTISM
The object of the Christian ethic is the realization of
the infinite worth of each human personality. It involves the
ideal that every individual has the right to follow that high-
est inner light which God and his personal search for truth
Loc. cit.
1i
give to him. Tnis is essentially the same ideal contained in a
conception of true democratic procedure. Present-day social-
minded religious leaders interpret life in a manner that is
closely associated with the principles involved in Jeffersonian
democracy. Such leaders see in Christianity a challenge to our
modern civilization, a challenge to revolutionize our motiva-
tion. They place primary emphasis on .luman values, asserting
that property values must be more the servants of man, less hi
3
masters. They see no justification for a business unless it
places service to the public and to its own employees ahead of
5
its own personal interest?, signified by its dividends. Pro-
gressive Christian leaders see an antithesis between capitalism,
as it exists in the United States at present, and Christianity,
in the conflict between self- interest as over against "other-in-
terest." The "social gospex" of the modern Protestant minis-
ter aims at furnishing a dynamic from which will evolve an ec-
onomic order equal to the needs of all the people. Transferred
into the field of government, the political scientist sees in
democracy the search for the same ideal. Economic interest
groups interfere with democratic procedure When they pursue
their own interests to such an extent that they prevent other
individuals from enjoying the same privileges to the best of
their ability. Jerome Davis suggests that this danger is often
carried over into Protestant church life when he says: "Per-
Jarouse Davis, "Capitalism and the Church," Harper
, ClXXjl V
{ January, 1907;, 213.

Ihaps one reason why more Christians have not sensed this fun-
damental antagonism between capitalism and Christianity] is
that the church has so successfully harmonized its entire pro-
gram and the mind of its membership with the material values of
our time and with the philosophy of capitalism." Tne succes-
sful harmonization to which Professor Davis refers is the result
obtained when general human values are slighted to the advan-
tage of more personal and material interests, very often eco-
nomic in nature.
Ci ty churches . Economic group interference witn the free-
dom of speecn and assembly in Protestant churches is commonly
recognized. In urban communities interference with speech and
assembly can be easily mteriered with because various vested
economic interest groups noid tne oaiance oi" power m tile finan-
cial organization ci tne various cnurcnes. oay Matthews and
fcjna.ncro ss, "the outstanding leaaers ot the American ousiness
dictatorship are almost an prominent memoers of the religious
coinmur-ions. - { lijcities «.na towns iu tne united btates of live
thousand or over, control oi the cnurcnes lies largely in the
hands of the favored economic classes, it is estimated that ap-
proximately cnree-iourths oi tne cnairmei. of tne governing boards
oi tne various rrotestant cnurcnes oelcng zc the business groups
Dr are subservient to them. ° Thus tnere exists tne possibility
Lcc. cit.
Mattne ire and Snaiiososs, o^ . oit. a y, obo.
jjavis, loc. cit.
1<
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for an interlocking control of tns cnurch oy the same capital-
istic interests wnich control Dusiness. J?'or example, a oiogra-
American Episcopal unurcn, naving financed the limited edition
of the third revision of tne American sock of Common Prayer
ana servea. lung as a vestryman 01 ms father' 8 old churcn, St.
George ! s. in our largest American cities the onurcnes them-
selves are vituany nuge commercial enterprises, in New York
City aione, excluding taxable property, the total vaiue ot churcn
property is more than $283,0.00,009. such as real estate ana
oonas. xnc investments oi tnese cnurches represented oy tneir
endowmente ana surplus lunas run up into hunareas of millions
ot aollars. Tnus the cnurch organization has a tremenaous
etaice in the profit system, as a furtner example, the annuity
luna lor Congregational ministers alone nas large sums investea
with fifty- four raiiroaas, nine governmental agencies, two in-
austriai corporations, ana forty- three puoiic utilities, in
c.a.-ition, it nas stock in the American Telephone ana Teiegraph
uompany, in the General Electric uompany, and in vast real es-
tate nciaings. a single institution, Trinity uhurch, m New-
York City, owns real estate vaiuea at #15, 000,000, ana its an-
nual income ircm its investments alone amounts zo nearly
i!'3,oo>. ,uuu
.
lu Wh"eii the financial life of suchlarge city churches
is sc mextricaoiy Douna up with tne interests of large financial
for tune
,
August, iyoo, ^uotea by Mattne.» »nu Snaxicross,
±u o . 01 b .
L>avia. up. eiJti, p , tfOy ,
pher of J. r . &

organizations and vested economic interests, the democratic
right 01 free speech is very lively to oe very rigidly regula-
ted. I'ne situation is ..eil summarized m the cryptic ;:oras of
tne pastor of tne Lietnodist Episcopal onurcn, bouth, m vanston-
balem, worth oarolir.a, tne largest ohurcn in that denomination:
" icu nave to pray an awful lot wnen you preacn a social gos-
pei." 11 As tm s particular paator is -Largely supported oy ana
receives yearly European vaeaticns irom officials m some of
the major tooacco industries, ne aouotless jsnows whereof ne
speaks. The situation must oe essentially tne same m the
missionary work of tne cnurcnes of this country as in their ic-
cai work ,<hen .bishop Francis J. ^icUonnell, nead of the j^oard
ci foreign Missions ci tne Metncolst Episcopal uuurcn, says
that -tne oanks nave more to say aoout tne policy of the mis-
sionary society than ail tne contrioutor3 of missionary lunas,
and missionaries ana missionary cniciais put together."-1-^
Rural cxiurcnes . in tne rurai communities of the nation the
effect is mucn tne same. The smaller Protestant cnurcnes ao
not nave sucn large linanciai otajies m tne nands of oig ousi-
ness interests, out ministers of sucn cnurcnes are 3U0^ectec to
much of cne same suppression, financial support largely depends
upon tne good will 01 various wealtny pari snioners, ana there-
** u. Kay Jordan, from a conversation, Fcoruary y, 1,938
Francis J. Mcuonneli, unri stiai.i ty and ouercion
, U^asnvilie:
Uc&osoury jt-rfcbc, ±a6o)
, p. d6.

1'ore cognizance must be taken of tneir views ana wishes, senti-
ment ever paramount social proolems is very likeiy to be as
well c.eiined as it is m tne more uroan centers, uccasionaily
the economic group pressure exced.es the realm or mora± ana fin-
ancial coercion ana resorts to violence. i?'or example, m an
Arkansas community, tne rresby terian minister attempted to cnam-
picn tne cause of the miners &na tenant farmers, xne result
was that ne was ariven from tne churcn in spite of the tact
that ne naa tne support 01 a majority ci the member s nip . atill
later ne was severely iloggea icr investigating the tragic
death of a Negro sharecropper, uonverseiy, whefl tne ministers
cow to economic group pressure, they are given positions of
ie..aership ana miluence. For example, in another rurai com-
munity, Harked. Tree, Arkansas, wnicn nae oecn one of tne cen-
ters oi conilict cetween snare- croppers and planters, the pas-
tor of the Metnoaist Lpiecopar cnurcn in tnat community nas
Deen ivaae the spokesman for tne planters.
III. ECONOMIC PRESSURE GROUPS
INTERFERING IS ROMAN CM'ttULiiUlSM
inner ent antipathy to demo era ti c laeai . it is impossible
to speak directly of any interference with democratic procea-
ure oy economic pressure groups ..ithm the uathoiic onurcn, oe-
cause Kcman uathciicism as a pnnosopny ana as an orgaui za cion
10 iNvrmo.^ monies, :, Tne rrighc of tne oxxax e-Crcpper, " Pamphlet
,
CNew icrk: League for maustrial Democracy, 1926;, p. 38.

aoes nut conform unu is not in sympathy witn the uemo cranio
iaeal. The following questions etna answers are quo tea from tne
"Course of Religious instruction" of tne Roman CaGnoiic Cnurcn
to 1-lxus Grate one basic antipatn> uetween Catnciicism ana tne
democratic ideal:
question,
Hiisv<er
:
Wny are tne qualities 01 tne unurcn sup-
erior to tnese 01 oivii society or tne
Staler
Because tne o'xiurcn is a rexi gious ana
sup-=r-na cural society, wnile tne State
is temporal ana natural. The Church is
<a universal, immutaole ana immortai so-
ciety, wnile the state is particular,
variaoie and temporal.
wny is the unurcn superior to tne state (
Because tne ena to wmch the unurcn tenas
is tne nooiest 01 ail enas.
What right nas tne r'ope in virtue of xhe
supremacy 01 unurcn over the stater
Tne right to annul tnose laws or acts of
government tnat vrouia injure tne salva-
tion 01 souls or attacic tne natural rignts
01 citizens.
Wnat name is givei. to tne aoctnne that
the stane nas neitn=r tne rignt nor tne
auty to De unitea to tne Churcn to pro-
tect ltr
Tnis acctrine is canea Lioeran am . it
is founaea principally on tne lact that
moaern society rests on luerty of con-
science ana of worsnip, Oi. noerty of
speecn aiiu oi tne press.
Wny is moeraiism to oe conaenmeai
i. Because it denies all subordination of
the State to the Church. 2. Because it
confounds liberty with right. 3. Because
it despises the social dominion of
Christ, and rejects the benefits derived
therefrom. 1*
Such a dogma, therefore, denies to the individual
<4uesti on:
Answer
:
Ques ti on:
Answer
tyuesti on,
Answer:
Question;
Answer:
14 W.E. Garrison, Catholicism and the American Hind, (Chicago:
Willett, Clark, and Company, 19 28), p. . 19 C , quoting from
Course of Religious Instruction," Institute of the Brothers
of the Christian Schools, Manual of Christian Doctrine.
The
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herent democratic ri'ghfiT dl~ freedom of tnoughT and exp re 8 sibh
.
"
According to Roman Catholic doctrine, freedom of thought and ac-
tion lie only in the Holy Father, ^ and in him lies ultimate
authority for determining desirable liberties for the individ-
ual. The natural outcome of such a system is that "few Catho-
lics dream of Utopia. The conviction that at best earthly life
for humanity is an affair of being tested for an immortal life
prevents the wasting of energy in the pursuit of an earthly par-
adise. " 16
Cooperation of Cathc lici am with e conomic group interests .
Economic group pressure does not interfere with such a doc-
trine, but often cooperates with it. By identifying their in-
terests with those of the Church officials, vested economic
groups can identify their interests with the authority of reli-
gious dogmatism. Parmelee asserts in this respect that "reli-
gion and the church have always been most useful for this pur-
pose, because they invest the servile virtues with a divine
sanction and impress them upon the minds of the ignorant slaves
17
with the awe inspiring pomp of a mystifying ritual." Under
such a system there is no democratic procedure with vriiich to
interfere.
}^ "Catholic Action in 1S36," Commonweal . XXIII (1936), 253.
Hib it -*° "Applying Catholic Action," Commonweal
. XXII (1935), 197.
Parmelee, op. cit., p. 46.

CHAPTER IV.
ECONOMIC PRESSURE GROUPS INTERFERING IKE TH
DEMOCRATIC. PROCEDURE IN POLITICS
i. historical background
Growth of the -political party . In contemporary American so-
ciety the most prominent and publicly recognized phase of poli-
tical activity is party government. ^ The average citizen
looks at political activity primarily from a viewpoint as a mem-
ber of a political party. The typical voter seems to have no
accurate conception of the general nature or purpose of the
nominal democracy in which he lives, and his whole interest in
politics is centered in the victory of a certain group of can-
didates. His attention is focused upon his own political party
and upon the candidates and symbols which to him give the party
vitality and interest. Barnes describes the situation by saying
that "in modern representative and democratic government, the
political party transcends in importance all other phases of
political interest and activity." Professor Barnes goes on to
assert that from a practical standpoint, party government is the
only possible form of government in a representative democracy.
Our inquiry into the activities of economic pressure groups in
political life must therefore center around their influence on
political parties, so far as such influence interfers with demo-
Harry Elmer Barnes, History and Social Intelligence
.
(New
YorktAlfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1926), p. 427.
Loc. cit.
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cratic procedure.
Odegard offers a general definition of political parties by
describing them as "devices for doing indirectly in democratic
societies what is done directly in non-democratic societies."
More specifically, Earnest describes the party as "an interest-
group or a combination of interest- groups into an organization
which can advance in a more powerful way the aspirations of the
component groups. Parties therefore control the approaches
to public power. They are the means by which social groups can
gain control of the government and maintain themselves in pow-
sr. Bentley provides a concise summary which identifies the
motives of political parties with group interests:
The party gets its strengt:. from the interests
it represents, the convention and executive corr-
mittee from the party, and the chairman from the
convention and committee. In each grade of this
series the social fact actually before us is
leadership of seme underlying interest or set of
interests. 0
The economic motive has been the basic reason for the or-
ganization of political parties ever since the founding of the
American democratic form of government. Professor Beard ex-
presses it in the following manner:
A landed interest, a transport interest, a
railway interest, a shipping interest, an engin-
eering interest, a manufacturing interest, a pub-
lic-official interest, with many lesser inter-
ests, grow up of necessity in all great sccie-
3 Peter H. Odegard, "Political Parties and Group Pressures,"
Annals of the American Academy of Social and Political Sci-
ence, CLXXIX (May, 1935), IS.
4 Barnes, op. cit., p. 428.
c A. F. Bentley, The Process of Government, (Chicago: University
D
of Chicago Press, 19C8), p. 235.
i
ties and divide them into different classes ac-
tuated by different sentiments and views. The
regulation of these various and interfering in-
terests, whatever may be the formula for the ow-
nership of property, constitutes the principal
task of modern statesmen and involves the spirit
of party in the necessary and ordinary operations
of government.
II. ECONOMIC INTEREST GROUPS IK POLITICS
Government action rests upon a tripod of economic interest
groups. Generally speaking, they may be classified under
three broad headings: industrialism; agrariani sm; and labor.
The story of American party politics from their very beginning
has chiefly been one of a conflict between agrariani em and in-
dustrialism. A recognition of this fact reveals the reasons
for the various struggles between the different sections of
this country throughout its history. These conflicting in-
terests existing from the beginning can be represented vaguely
by the terms "Hamiltonian" and " Jef fersonian. " The Hamiltoniai
,
or capitalistic, interests were firmly intrenched in our na-
tional life by the end of Washington's second administration.
Then a series of events, including the Jeffersonian upheaval of
1800, the Jackscnian revolt of 1828, the Civil War, the Green-
back and Populist rebellions of the late nineteenth century and,
to a lesser degree, the two Progressive protests of 1912 and
1924, represent the major and minor battles in the war between
Charles A. BearsL, The Economic Basis of Folitics, (New York:
Alfred A. Knopf, Inc., 1934), p. 99.

the agrarian and the capitalistic, or industrial interests of
7
the country. At the beginning of this country's history, the
Federalists, Whigs and Republican parties were the avowed rep-
resentatives of the Hamiltonian creed, with the Anti-Federal-
ists, the Democrats and the Populists fighting on the agrarian
side, first formulated by Jefferson. Since the Civil War the
picture has been somewhat changed. Hamiltonian principles
have continued to seep into the ranks of the Democratic party
because of the steady growth of industrialism and the decline
of agriculture. Odegard asserts that "the twelve years 193C-
33 represented the triumph and the twilight of the Hamiltonian
system. But the twilight of capitalist domination does not
imp ly the rise of Jeffersonian agrarianism.
"
Labor group pressure . If we assume that political power
depends upon organization, then labor as an economic pressure
group has, until very recently, been poorly organized. When
speaking of labor in politics, we ordinarily refer to the "lab-
oring class" as those who receive wages as compensation for
9their services, rendered on a day-by-day basis. This auto-
matically excludes salaried and professional workers and those
engaged in clerical pursuits. Until recently organized labor
consisted chiefly of the American Federation of Labor, which
included eighty per cent., of organized workers. Operating under;
Z Odegard, op. cit., p. 70.
° Ibid., p. 73.
9 Ibid., p. 75.
<
the shadow and the name of Samuel Gamp era, the A. F. of L. has
not been a powerful pressure group, politically speaking.
Samuel Gomper's philosophy rested in a belief indirect economic
action as opposed to cclitical action. Nevertheless, in every
political election since 1872 there has been at least one inde-
pendent labor party in the field, and labor influence has been
felt in many of the agrarian revolts. Even more recently, in
the New Deal, the influence of labor has been more apparent thar:
real, and "the concessions which have been made have undouo-
tedly been due less to political pressure of organized labor
than to the grim necessity of breaking the economic deadlock ."^
More recently yet, however, since the rise of the C. I. 0. or-
I
r
ganizations, the potentialities in labor as an economic pressure
group have taken a sharp rise. Consideration of the conditions
which have given impetus to this recent move belongs in the fol-
lowing chapter. Definite political implications are contained,
however, in the words of the President of the United Automo-
bile Workers Union of America: "Labor has just begun to
fight. "
Business group pressure . As the economic pressure group
organizations coming under the general heading of "business
!
groups" are most active, politically speaking, it is profit-
able to characterize them according to their special interests.
———————
^9 Ibid., p. 76.
Homer Martin, "Why Labor Fights," Address
, Ford Hall Forum,
Boston, March 2C, 1938.
•i
The retailers, of whom in 19 30 there were 1,700,000, consti-
tute one group, and are in turn divided between the chain
groups and the independents. Although they usually di sagree
over legislation affecting consolidation, they present a united
front against sales taxes and high income taxes. They are us-
ually hostile to legislation setting minimum wages, maximum
hours, and conditions of employment. I Relation to democratic
procedure in industry, it is particularly important to note
that they are usually hostile to labor organizations and to
legislation designed to protect the right of the workers to
organize and "bargain collectively.
The manufacturers constitute another business group. They
are also found to be generally united against income taxation,
social legislation, governmental regulation, and the expansion
of governmental services. While a great number of them also
favor protective tariffs, the attitude of the individual manu-
facturer to such a tariff depends upon his sources of raw mat-
erials, markets, and the manufacturing conditions existing in
his own particular industry.
The banking interests comprise an especially important unit
in the business group. Aa the directors and creditors of manu-
facturing corporations, they play a large part in the shaping of
|
the political attitudes of the industrial group. As creditors,
||
banking interests are particularly hostile to the inflationary
Odegard, op. Git.
, p. 74.
•1
i
demands of debtor interests, such as farmers. Their tariff at-
titudes depend upon their individual positions as brokers and
holders of foreign loans. If a tariff makes difficult the pay-
ing of such loans, they are opposed to them.
13
The utilities, as we have already seen, constitute anoth-
er important category of big business. Their interest in poli-
tics centers around issues involving franchises, regulation of
rates and corporate structure, governmental ownership, and tax-
ation. Generally speaking, their interests coincide closely
with those of the large banking and manufacturing concerns.*4
In the words of Glenn Frank, "the naturs and operation of
these organized groups is quite as important as the nature and
1
5
organization of the state." In other words, he infers that
the attitude which such groups take toward democratic proced-
ure is as important in the actual realization of democratic:
principles in this country as the constitutional provisions
that have been provided to protect them. Because "the politi-
cal significance of these groups resides not so much in their
numerical voting strength as in their control of the means with
which political campaigns and publicity are finance^.," * their
propensities for interfering with democratic procedure in the
realm of politics is very great. Democratic procedure infers
13
Supra, pp. 38ff
.
O&egard, loc. cit.
15 Glenn Frank, "Pressure Groups and the American Future,"
op. cit., p. 333.
IS Odegard. loc. cit.
Gi
rule by the majority, with due protection and recognition of
minority groups. That is why Senator Bailey asserts that "the
Negroes in the South feel secure, . . . the religious peoples
of this land feel secure, and the Jews in America feel secure
.... because they know there is a Constitution and an inde-
pendent Court to guard it."^7 Pressure groups such as the Un-
ited States Chamber of Commerce, the American Bankers" Associa-
tion and the National Manufacturers' Association, although a
numerical minority, control the means by which political organ-
izations exist and therefore often interfere with democratic
procedure by using their economic power to force recognition of
their own individual interests regardless of the effect which
such recognition may have upon the rest of tne members of the
democracy. In protest against such anti-democratic procedure,
Glenn Frank warns that "tney ^economic pressure groupsj must
not be made the oasis of a new venture in a new kind of laissez-
faire — the lai esez- faire selfishness of groups which grind
IStheir several axes at the expense of the people as a whole."
III. TECHNIQUES FOrt EXERTING ECONOMIC GROUP PRESSURE
Propaganda
. Whether they are operating within state or na-
tional politics, the ultimate objective of economic pressure
groups is always to influence the legislator to legislate in
71
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Joeiah W. Bailey, "Speech against the Roosevelt Supreme Court
Revision Plan, " Vital Speeches , III ( 1937), 618.18 Frank, "Pressure Groups and the American Future," loc. cit.

their favor. Such groups follow two general but very well de-
fined methods for interfering with democratic procedure in the
legislating process. The first method is to concentrate pres-
sure upon public opinion, 30 that "long before the legislator
is subjected to the direct attack of pressure groups, they have
been at work influencing public opinion both within and without
:
the organization itself."^ Their efforts to influence the
public opinion consist essentially of propaganda dissemination.
20
Thu3, as we have already seen, these efforts often result in
the control of the agencies through which formal and mass edu-
cation can be effected, such as the schools, colleges, the rad-
io and the press. The primary motive behind such efforts is to
build up a membership, hypothetical or actual, to offset the
charge that the membership of the particular economic pressure
group is not really representative. Furthermore, when the
interests of several economic pressure groups, such as the ban-
king and industrial interests, do not diverge, they will join
in their campaign to "enlighten" the public and the legisla-
2 ]ture. x Organized big businesses with large resources at their I
disposal, "such as the chain store organizations, or retail
trade, tobacco, oil, insurance, or utility interests," devote
much time and effort to putting on imposing mass demonstrations
at public hearings and, even more impressive to the average
13 Zeller, loc. cit.
ft Supra, pp. 22-55.dl Zeller, op. cit., p. 80.
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legislator, to arranging for barrages of letoers, telegrams,
telephone calls, and personal visits from his consti tutents. 22
Lobbying . The second method is the use of the lobby mach-
ine. The modern lobby, especially as it has been developed by
the powerful economic pressure group interests, relies to a
very great degree on the quality of fear that is always present
in the mind of every legislator. ° Such groups can afford to
keep full-time men at the stats or national capital to create
and maintain friexily relations with the legislators, and at the
same time use the coercive power of fear, if necessary, by
threats to antagonize public opinion. The actual testimony of
a lobbyist with reference to the activities of a typical eco-
nomic pressure group:
During my first few ysars as a lobbyist,
the majority was closely allied with the organized
employer and big business interests. The Pres-
ident of the Manufacturers' Association was al-
so one of the political bosses in the state where
one party had held an exaggerated majority in
both houses for many years. Tffhen the legislature
was organized at the beginning of the session,
it was the political bosses who sat around a
table — not at the capital, but in the city
where the party machine was intrenched — and
picked the chairmen of all important committees.
These chairmen were naturally chosen on their re-
cord — sometimes their record for leadership in
the interest of big business and the political
machine, and sometimes for their lack of leader-
22 -Henry Parkman, Jr., "Lobbies and Pressure Groups; A Legis-
lator's Point of View," Annals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science , CXCV (January. 1958). 97.
33 Lcc. cit.

ship, which made them dependable in their
obedience to orders. 4
When such a situation exists, the line-up of committees and
the fate of different legislative measures can hold no surprise
for the political observer. There is a complete denial of true
democratic procedure in the political organization when "those
committees likely to handle labor bills (are/ packed with mem-
bers who follow the wishes of the Manufacturers 1 Association
and the State Chamber of Commerce, the former being more inter-
ested in labor legislation, and the latter in utilities and tax
questions. 25
The foregoing description of economic pressure group activ-
ity in lobby procedure should by no means be interpreted as a
flat denunciation of the practice of lobbying, however. In our
present stage of the democratic process, at least, lobbying
performs two necessary functions. First, by being constantly
on the scene, the lobbyist can follow the course of a bill,
watch the behavior of the legislators, and record their votes
and those of their constituents. Secondly, the lobbyist can
be more informed on the subject matter of the proposed legis-
lation and can therefore act as an efficient go-between through
whom the constituents can let their representatives know what
they want, and can assist those representatives at the capi-
24 Gertrude L. Schermerhorn, "Lobbies and Pressure Groups; A
Lobbyist's Point of View," Annals of the American Academy
Political&Social Science , CXCV (January, 1938), 91.
^5 Log. cit.
of
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2 R
tal who want to follow the wishes of their constituents."*" The
average voter has neither the time nor the intelligence to per-
form the same duties himself. But these advantages accrue dem-
ocratically only when every interest group in the democracy
has equal opportunity for efficient lobby service.
Democratic procedure in the realm of political activity
implies an equal opportunity among the various interest groups
for representation in their govarnment according to their num-
erical strength, and to transmit their desires to their legis-
lators once they are elected. The democratic ideal regards
"distinctions of physical force, wealth, or birth . . . aa ixfc-
signiiicant. Yet at the present time economic pressure
groups, because of the advantages their financial resources af-
ford them, influence the processes of government to an extent
that is out of proportion to their numerical strength in the
democracy. As such their activity constitutes an interference
with true democratic procedure. "The overshadowing political
problem of this generation," as Glenn Frank states, is to fit
the forces of pressure groups, especially those with economic
interests, "intelligently and for the national benefit into the
official and unofficial processes by which American society is
given direction. n38
26 ibid., pp. 9 3f.
~* Burns, op. cit., p. ^79
.
a ° Frank, loo. cit.

CHAPTER V
ECONOMIC PRESSURE GROUPS INTERFERING WITH DEMOCRATIC PROCEDURE
IN THE FIELDS OF INDUSTRY AND AGRICULTURE
I. INDUSTRY
A liberal democracy professes to uphold the freedoms of
thought, speech, publication, and of assembly, or, in other
words, the civil liberties. But it also professes to maintain
economic liberty.^- The opportunities afforded each individual
to live the "Good Life" to the best of his ability rsst lar-
gely upon conditions under which he works in earning his liv-
ing. The Good Life means for the worker a full life, a life of
opportunity, and a life of satisfaction because he feels he is
doing necessary work for the community, for wages that will
give him and his family reasonable comfort and decent surroun-
dings. That is a fundamental postulate of democracy, without
which it cannot grow. But "democracy means not only wages and
hours and working conditions that permit a man to live a decent
life of bis own, but it means the man has a right to achieve
those aims by his own efforts." 2
Democratic procedure in the field of labor relations, there-
fore, is perhaps more important than in any other phase of cur
national life. Operating under a capitalistic economy, demo-
cratic procedure is primarily concerned with relations between
76
Parm^lee, op. oit., >1.
2 Charles P. Taft, "Does Democracy Mean Anything?", Vital
Speeches , III (19 37), 767.

the employer and the employee in both industry and in agricul-
ture. For the sake of organization, we shall deal first with
the anti-democratic activities of economic pressure groups in
industry, and secondly, in agriculture.
Hi stori cal background . In the words of Homer Martin, "real
democracy rests upon a tripod of religious, political, and in-
3
aus trial freedom. It cannot exist with one of these denied."
In the earlier and comparatively simple agricultural communi-
ties, where industrial production was largely by handicraft,
the problem of achieving a liberal democracy through economic
liberty for the great majority wa3 much less difficult. With
the development of large-scale machine production, it was no
longer possible for the average worker to own the means of pro-
duction, and the .Yorkers have steadily come to be at the mercy
of the capitalists who own the machines. By uniting and bar-
gaining collectively the workers have tried to defend them-
selves against the advantageous position of their employers.
Technological advance, however, has been on the side of the em-
ployers, and has served to greatly lessen the potential influ-
ence of such measures. The result is a large labor surplus that
can find little or no employment, and the potential labor sup-
ply either starves to death or subsists at a miserably low sub-
sistence level afforded by charity. The labor surplus lowers
the wages and standards of living for the whole of the working
Martin, loc. cit.
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class. Under such circumstances economic liberty, in the lib-
eral-democratic sense, has become, as Farmelee phrases it, "a
tragic farce." Thus the failure of liberal democracy to pro-
vide even a decent standard of living for the vast majority has
also resulted in "destroying the civil liberties in large part."
Some writers even consider such destruction of civil liberties
as evidence of the moral decay of capitalism. ^ Decay at least
seems apparent in the fact that the four common virtues attri-
buted to capitalism — industriousness, honesty,' benevolence,
and thrift — no longer are looked upon with the reverence they
formerly aroused. 6 It is significant that these virtues could
also be considered as the watchwords by which the Good Life
could be attained. When they begin to decay, the desire for
democracy also is lessened.
Before considering specific phases of anti- democratic in-
terference in industrial relations and in order to clear up
any misconceptions that may arise, we should first construct an
accurate picture of labor and capital from which we can pro-
ceed.
First we should recognize that there is no social or eco-
nomic system that can properly be described as "capitalism."
The idea that the term refers to a definite system is a very
Parmelee, op. cit., p. 51.
5
"Moral Decay of Capitalism," Christian Century , LII (1935),
1398f.
6 Lcc. cit.

common, and almost ruling, conception today. The words "capi-
tal" and "capitalism" are very modern. Butler quotes as one of
the earliest and best definitions of the word capital that given
by John McCullcch, in 1825. In his Fcli tlcal Economy , McCulloch
defined the term as "'the accumulation of the products of la-
bor." The present connotation usually given the word is
quite modern, as it did net come into common use earlier than
sixty years ago. Capital is the result of political, social
and economic liberty. When we speak of the dangers underlying
our present social system, therefore, it is liberty which is at
stake, and not capital, wMcn is only the product of liberty.
"Capital is what remains to the worker by hand or brain when he
has met the cost of his work and of his livelihood. " 8 Conse-
quently, every worker, either manual or intellectual, becomes
a capitalist the moment he saves anything.
These who work, either manually or intellectually, there-
fore, constitute an overwhelming proportion of the total popu-
lation of the country, and the interests of the workers are
identical to the interests of the public as a whole. Eighty-
five per cent of the national income goes to labor."' Group
struggles and group ambitions are natural, not artificial, and
they are in large part the outgrowth of differences in human
capacity and intelligence, as well as in political, social, and
p Butler, op. cit., p. 73.
§ Loc. cit.
Martin, loc. cit.
I
economic opportunity and environment. In a democracy it is
neither necessary nor possible for groups or classes to be per-
manent and fixed in their membership. A basic principle of
democratic procedure is that there be equality of opportunity
for all men so that each and all can be invited and tempted to
exert themselves tc their utmost so that the society of which
they are a part may benefit to the fullest from their abilities
and knowledge. Democratic procedure allows no place for fixed
and definite political, social and economic classes. Care
must be taken to keep the natural and normal group struggles,
which are a necessary phase of democratic procedure, from
reverting into a class struggle or a class war between groups,
which is a definitely anti- democratic manifestation. Today
we are faced with the question of whether the problems of empl-
oyer-employee relationships are to be essentially a class strug-
gle and that there is no answer except to fight it cut — a
definitely anti- democratic procedure; or whether we shall look
upon our political, social and economic system as one based up-
on and requiring cooperation among the various groups that com-
pose it, in which the conflicting interests shall be adjusted by
peaceful and rational devices — the democratic method of pro-
11
cedure. American industry is therefore facing two alterna-
80
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11 Butler, loc. cit,
W. E. Spahr, "America Locks at Labor Today, with a Changed
Opinion," Vital Speeches , III (1937), 664f.
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tiver-=>. Either it will lead to tiie culmination ol' open cl^ss
warfare, or, through the resumption of democratic procedure in
labor relations, will iron out its difficulties in a peaceful
and orderly fashion.
The denial of tnc workers' right to organize is the primary
cause of labor disputes. Contrary to the general opinion, fi-
gures show that most of the strikes that are called in the Un-
ited States Department of Labor illustrate this fact:
ior Issues Involved in Strike a , 19 34 - 19 3612
1934 1935 19 36
All Issues
Number
1856
Per cent
of total
100.0
Number
3014
Per cent
100.0
Number Pax cent
2156 100.0
fag«f and hours .
.
.
Union Organization
Bl iicellaneoue
7 37
853
276
39.3
45.9
14.8
769
952
39 3
38,2
47.3
14. 5
756
1083
317
35.1
50 .2
14.7
Business pressure groups, although active throughout all
the stages of our national life, are unusually active during
certain periods. Their number and power ebbs and flows with
cyclical regularity. During depressions, when a great army
of unemployed gives the employer the strategic position, the
pressure activities of employers are diminished. Says Bonnett,
"booms bring with them many new organizations which disappear
12 Leo Huberman, The Labor Spy Racket. (New York; Modern Age
Books, Inc., 19 37), p. 142.

with the depression." 15 Senator LaFollette believes that, the
tendency of our economy to go through "violent swings," or,
in other words, alternating periods of prosperity and depres-
sion, "and contract so that millions of people are stripped of
their individual rights by economic groups is the greatest
threat to civil liberties the country over."-1- 4 The present per-
iod through which we have been passing has therefore been quite
conducive to the development of non-democratic procedures in in-
dustrial relations.
Labor's rights are based on freedom of speech and freedom
of assembly. To fear the realization of these two rights in la- ;
bor relations is to doubt the wisdom of democracy itself. More-
over, the threat to these liberties within the field of indus-
try is a threat to civil liberties outside of industry, because
their total efficacy is weakened and menaced. 1 ^ The exercise
of these rights by workers promises, ultimately, "to extend dem-
ocracy and to organize the labor market which is essential to
the orderly functioning of cur highly integrated industrial
system. *' 16
In industrial life pressue group activities which have
brought on the anti-democratic characteristics of a class war
"I T
Clarence E. Bennett, "The Evolution of Business Groupings,"
Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Sci-
ence , CLXXIX (May, 1935), 7.
14 Robert M. LaFollette, "Civil Liberties," Radio Address
,
February 14, 19 38.lo Robert M. LaFollette, "The Work of the Civil Liberties Com-
. _ mittee," Lecture , Ford Kali Forum, Boston, Inarch 13, 1938*
lto LaFollette, "Civil Liberties," loc. cit.
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all settle finally upon the problem of the organization of la-
bor so that it may negotiate and bargain collectively with the
employer. Industry has been based upon the power cf the few to
dismiss or to take on workers according as the profit of this
employing class has seemed likely to be greater or less. The
result has been perpetual insecurity for great numbers. Under
such conditions the laborers are, as Burns phrases it, "isolated
units in a social chaos." Moreover, "tnis chaos can only be
reduced to order by organization among the workers. The
workers' struggle for unionization is a hard one because the
employing class has proved to be a formidable enemy. Chief
Justice Hughes has given the reason why the workers should per-
sist in resisting the coercive pressure activities of the em-
ploying class in the answer in the majority decision in the
Jones-Laughlin Labor Board Case:
Long ago we stated the reason for labor or-
ganizations. We said that they were organized
out of the necessities of the situation; that
a single employee was helpless in dealing with
an employer; that he was dependent ordinarily
on his daily wage for the maintenance of him-
self and family; that if the employer refused
to pay him the wages that he thought fair, he
was nevertheless unable to leave the employ and
resist arbitrary and unfair treatment; that un-
ion was essential to give laborers opportunity
to deal on an equality with their employer.-8
A 8 we have just stated, the most important rights from la-
bor's standpoint are the right to free speech and to free as-
^ Burns, op. cit., p. 291.18 Charles Evans Hughes, quoted by Huberman, op. cit., p. 14C.
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8embly. These rights are essential oecause men must oe free to
assemble and to speak in order to organize their ±abcr organiz-
ations. They must oe tree to meet and create policies, m this
connection Senator LaFollette maintains that "if these rights
are threatened oy intimidation oy the employers, they are as
much hindered as at the nands of an organized mob."^9
in considering now industry nas interfered with democratic
procedure oy thwarting laoor's right to organize and bargain
collectively, the interference falls into five major types of
activity. These five activities may be roughly classified as
use of company unions, espionage oy detective agencies, strike-
oreaking by detective agencies, industrial munitioning, and use
of police. The first two types of activity are characterized
oy secret, camoflaged methods for interfering with the rights
of workers, while the latter three interfere with democratic
procedure in labor relations largely thrcugn the use of violence
Agsncies for interfering!; with democratic procedure. Com-
pany unions have long been a favorite method of coercion. Sena-
! dealing with free, undominated, oona fide trade unions, encour-
aged the establishment of illicit, camouflaged company unions."^
The company union is a favorite weapon for dominating employees
I9 LaFollette, "The work of the Civil Lioerties Committee,"
lo c , Cl t
.
^u LaFollette, "Civil Liberties," loc. cit.
»
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because it is actually a dummy organization which enables the
employer "to control both sides of the table when there is any
21
attempt at collective bargaining." It is impossible for the
workers' representatives on a company union to state their case
freely and in a democratic manner because they are paid their
wages by the man with whom they are negotiating. This fact is
currently being demonstrated in the River Rouge plant of the
Ford Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan. There it is charged that
vigilante groups have been organized and instructed to use lead
pipes or any other convenient weapons against trade union mem-
bers. Foremen have been guilty of interrupting the manufac-
turing process to solicit signatures for a vote of confidence
and for application blanks in the Ford version of a company un-
ion, the "Ford Brotherhood of America, Inc. 10 '5 It was made
plain to the workmen that failure to sign meant the loss of their
jobs. In such a case democratic procedure has been interfered
With on two counts: first, through the threat, and actual cairy-
2 *3ing out of force; secondly, by depriving the individual of
employment, in other words, his opportunity to earn a living,
without being given a chance to negotiate and bargain democrati-
cally with his employer over the problem which was the cause of
his discharge. Senator Robinson, in a speech in tne Senate,
21
22 Huberman, op. cit., p. 161.
"Workers in the Automobile Plants," Consumers Union Reports,
n _ III (L'arch, 19 33), 30.
^ 3 Infra, p. 92.
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April 7, 1937, summarized the an ti- democratic aspects of the
company union in the following definition:
Whenever an organization is fostered and
promoted and financed by the company itself for
the purpose of controlling the laborers and
preventing them from exercising the rights which
sound public policy guarantees to ihem, it con-
stitutes a 'company union. 1 Of course, such a
union is not always heralded as a scheme or en-
terprise to interfere with ths rights of labor-
ers, but, as a matter of fact, the object is
to control the workers themselves, particular-
ly in their exercise of the right of collective
bargaining.
^
4
The use of company unions a3 instruments for interfering
with democratic procedure in industrial relations fails to com-
pare in magnitude and significance, however, with the second
type of anti- democratic activity, tfie development of labor es-
pionage by detective agencies. The purpose of industrial es-
pionage, which one labor leader has called "one of the great-
«25 isest crimes against civilization and against democracy,
2 6
union-prevention and union- smashing. Union-] revention, be-
sides being definitely anti-democratic, is a direct violation
of the laws of our country. In IS 35 the federal government
passed the National Labor Relations Act, more commonly known
as the Wagner Act, which guaranteed to labor the right to
bargain collectively, free of domination by the employer.
The fact that economic pressure groups in the field of big busi-
ness were extremely opposed to such a legal provision was re-
86
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by Huberman, op. cit., p. 162.
Martin, loc. cit.
Huberman, op. cit., p. 157
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fleeted in the fact that shortly after the passage of the Act
a legal campaign of destruction ana defeat was instigated by
fifty- seven lawyers affiliated witn the American Liberty League.
#7
The result was a campaign of injunctions. The administration
of the Wagner Act, relegated to the National Labor Relations
Board, had at one time been defending itself against injunc-
38
tive procedure in nineteen District Courts. Partly in re-
sponse to the resistance to the ffagner Ace, a suocommittee of
tne Senate Committee on Education ana Labor was appointed on
June 6, 19 36, under Senate Resolution 366, "to investigate vio-
lation of the rights of frse speech and assembly and interfer-
ence witn rights of labor to organize and bargain collectively."^
The investigating body was commonly known as the "Civil Lio-
erties committee."
Preliminary investigation revealed that labor espionage
springs up from three principal sources: (1; Private detec-
tive agencies which sell their services to employers at a pro-
fit; (2; employers' associations which, along with their other
activities, render spy services to their employer memoers who
may requisition it; (3; corporations which provide their own
spy systems.
27
"Bights of Employees," Section 7, Public No. 198 (July 5,
IS 35), Labor Relations Reference Manual , (Washington, D.C.:
0 o Bureau of National Affairs, Inc., 19 37) , pp. 805f
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^d LaFollette, "The Work of the Civil Liberties Committee," loc
39 Violations of Free Speech and Rights of Labor," Preliminary
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Rer or t No. 45 , 75th Congress, 1st Session, p. 1.
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"Violations of Free Speech and Rights of Labor," Final Re-
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The chief reaeone advanced by employers and by officials of
the detective agencies for the use of labor spies were: (1)
Protecting industry against radicalism and Communism; (2) pre-
venting sabotage — a reason closely connected with the first;
(3) detecting theft; (4) irrp roving efficiency in methods and
workers; (5) lap roving relations between employers and labor-
ers — "human engineering."*^
Preliminary investigation by the Senate committer revsaled
that labor espionage, carried on by detective agencies under
contract to employers who were determined to prevent organiz-
ation of their employees was the most common method used. It
has been revealed that there are five major detective agencies
engaged by various industries scattered throughout the land.
They are: The Railway Audit and Inspection Company; Pinker-
ton's National Detective Agency, Inc.; National Corporation
Service; Corporations Auxiliary Company; and the William J.
Burns International Detective Agency. The Pinkerton and Eur
.
a
agencies are nation-wide organizations, while the others oper-
ate largely east of the Mississippi River, in the larger indus-
trial States. 23 ws shall discover later that some of these
com anies expanded their activities beyond the field of mere
. 34detective work.
H Ibid., p. 9.Preliminary Report
, op. cit., p, 3.
Final Report , op. cit., p. 39.; LaFollette, "Civil Liberties,:"
loc. cit.
I34 Infra, rS8.

Senator LaFoliette, chairman of the subcommittee investiga-
ting the spy systems, maintains that "from retail stores to
steelmakers, from airplanes to automobiles, from smaii units
to giant enterprises, scarcely an industry that is not repre-
sented among the clients of detective agencies."^0 Below is a
partial list of the customers of the five major private detec-
tive organizations mentioned above:
Employers' associations 36
Corporations of nationwide scope ... 14
Railroads 27
Tractions, utilities, bus companies
. .
29
Metallurgy and machinery 52
Mining 32
Auto industry 26
Clothing, silk, and textile mills . . 29
Steamship lines 20
Radio and refrigerators 9
Food 28
Shoe and leather 11
Building, supplies, etc 7
Milling 8
Department and clothing stores .... 7
Publishers and printing 5
Real estate 6
Trucking, delivery, warehousing ... 17
Lumber, woodworking 3
Hotels and theaters 9
Banking, trust and security .... 5
Miscellaneous 4j_
Total 429 36
A breakdown oi this list reveals names of some of the most
prominent companies in the country. For example, the xoiiowing
are among the four hundred and ninety-nine clients in nineteen
states of the Corporations Auxiliary Company in the period
Lcc. cit.
36 Kuberman, op. cit., p. 7.
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19 34-19 36:
Aluminum Co. of America,
American Book Co.
Chrysler Corp. (33 plants)
Crane Co
.
Diamond Match Co.
Dixie Greyhound Lines
Firestone Tire and Rubber Co.
General Motors Corporation
and subsidiaries (13 plants)
International Shoe Co.
Kellogg Co.
Kelvinator Corp.
Midland Steel Products Co.
New York Edison Co.
Posturn Co.
Quaker Oats Co
.
Radio Corp. of America
Standard Oil Co.
Statler Hotels, Inc. 37
Between 19 33-19 36, the Pinker ton Agency "serviced" the fol-
lowing firms, among many others:
Abbott ' s Dairies
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Campbell Soup Co.
Continental Can Co.
Curtis Publishing Co.
Endii co tt- Johnson Corp.
Libbey-Owene Ford Glass Co.
Montgomery Ward and Co.
National Cash Register Co.
Ohrbach's Affiliated Stores ; ,
Pennsylvania R. R. Co.
Shell Petroleum Corp.
Sinclair Refining Co.
United Shoe Machinery Corp. 38
Employers 1 associations eitner hire commercial detective
agencies to do the spying for the association and its members
or they build up their own trained operaties. For example,
the national Metax Trades Association, consisting of nine hun-
dred ana fifty- two members, among them the largest and oldest
Pie* 3 e W>at beiongir .: to tee f&txx Ho:©.;
: ***** f jj
mexal-faoricating plants east of the Mississippi, provides an
espionage service for its memo-era. a 1 together, between 19 33-
1936, forty-five employer associations engaged the services of
various detective agencies.
The thira well-defined metnoa of organized espionage is the!'
company spy system, whicn is an entirely intramural organiza-
H Ibid., pp. 7f.
Ibia., p. 8.
*° Final Report
, op. cit., pp. 19f.
I
tion solely responsive to the plant management. It is impos-
siole to give any definite statement regarding tne extent of
such spy systems, a3 no official investigation of company spy
systems has yet been maue. Senator investigators have discov-
ered, however, that a growing number of corporations are turn-
ing from the detective agency to the company systems of organ-
ized espionage. Four general reasons for this are evident,
first, operatives of the private detective agencies are admit-
tedly untrsutwortny. Secondly, tne elaoorate personnel depart-
ments of certain corporations lend themselves admiraoly to de-
tective functions, xnirdly, recent government laws, suca as
the Social Security Act, tend, to hamper ana impede the clandes-
tine activities of tne private detective agencies. Lastly, cor-
porations attempt to escape the odimi associated with the em-
ployment of private detective agencies by setting up their own
secret systems.
*
u
One of the most powerful ana extensive company spy agen-
cies is that belonging to the Ford Motor Company, operating
unaer tne euphonious name of "Service Department," it is in
reality a private police force, operating under the direction
and personally responsioie to one maiviauai, tne "Personnel
Director." The size of this private police force has been re-
liaoiy estimated at three thousand men, aitnougn the "official"
j
Ibid., p. au.
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tigures range only up to four hundred, Mr. narry Bennett, tne
personnel director, has bluntly stated the ford position on un- j
ions to the effect that it will never make any agreement witn
any union any time, anywnere. n,ven the existence of the Wagner
Act seems to have made no difference. As an industrial spy
system, the Ford organization is the largest, most ubiquitous
army of private police employed anywhere, and is Without par-
allel in the modern industrial world. The primary task of the
organization "is tc know at all times what is going on within
the Ford plane. They (the servicemen] have made of Ford prop-
erty — and the two-mile- square River Rouge plant in particular
— a place of extralegal repression and intimidation." 4^ The
other major illustration of the company spy system is revealed
m tne testimony of riarry Hi Anderson, laoor-relations director
of the General Motors Corporation to tne effect that the Gen-
eral Motors Corporation has recently discontinued the employ-
ment of the Pinkerton Detective Agency and has instituted its
own plan. 4:5 Thus in some of tne largest and most important
industries of tne country the company spy systems are growing.
An accurate statement as tc tn^ total extent of espionage
m industry is impossible, largely because the various deteo
tive agencies' stock in trade lies in concealing from puolic
gaze the extent of their activities. Tne Civil Liberties Com-
I =
41 John H. O'Brien, "Henry Ford's Commander in Chief", Forum.
XCIX (February, 19 38), 67.
J
2 Ibid., p. 69.
43 Final Report, op. cit., pp. 20f.
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mittee has been able to divulge, however, that the known num-
ber of working 3pies for the total period between 1933 and 19^6
was three thousand, eight! hundred ana. seventy-one. Tms Cen-
sus is far from complete, howev-ir, because it excludes tne num-
ber of spies nired by tne company spy systems, and neglects the
number of spies hired oy seven nunared more detective agencies
which furnished no information to tne committee. 4 '*
me technique used in obtaining information concerning un-
ion activities is essentially the same in all tnree methods of
organized espionage, as the whole system is based upon the
"possibility of securing men to engage in the betrayal of their
45feliows for hire." In the case where tne private detective
Ligency is to conduct the espionage, tne first step in tne pro-
cess is to contact prospective employers or employers' associa-
tions. From there on the technique used in obtaining informa-
tion concerning union activities is essentially the same, wneth-
er the work is carried on by private agencies hired by one
company, a group of employers, or by a company spy system. Such
espionage activity follows one or botn of two lines of attack.
In tne one, attention is concentrated upon activities inside the
particular plant, nere tne employer furnishes a list of names
of men he suspects of belonging to unions or with promoting pro-
union sentiment. Then the spy may come in from the outside and
44 Ibid., p. 21.
r* 5 loid., p. 43.
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oe o-iven a icb in a particular plant, where ns may fraternize
i
with the workers ana report his ooservations to detective agency
officials, who in turn deliver their findings to the interested
employer. 46 ur the spy may obtain his information indirectly,
through the aid of a regular company employee wnom he has
"hooked." Under sucn a situation, tne spy first persuades
the worker to make daily reports concerning the activities of
hi 8 fellow- employees unuer tne assumption that it is being
used to enlighten "minori ty- stockholder" interests that are
iissatisfiedwith labor conditions in the plant, 4 '' or are se-
curing laoor information for government use. Upon delivery
of the first bit of information, the unsuspecting worker is
paid, ana later, upon the realization of wnat ne has been do-
ing, he is usually too deeply involved to risk disclosure of
his deeds. Tne second method of approach, and one often used
in conjunction with espionage activities within company proper-
ty itself, is to have tne spy become a part of a union organ-
ization and report its activities first-hand. This work can
also be done oy either the representative of the detective
agency or oy a worker who has been "hooked" by tne agency rep-
resentative. Senator Lalf'oiiette has recently stated tnat at
one time over one hundred rinkerton spies neld high official
46 Robert W. Dunn, "Spying on Workers," Pamphlet
, (2d ed;
New York; Labor Research Association, 1933), p. 13.
Huberman, op. cit., p. 34.
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48positions with various unions. In such a position, not only
can spies report union secrets, out they are often able to dom-
inate union policy, to cast suspicion upon loyal members, to
create internal dissension, to sabotage organizational etforts
and to provoke strikes. A classic example of the perfect
consummation of a laoor policy based on espionage fee found
in the case of tne Lansing local of the Automobile Workers'
Union which, prior to the 1936 strike, was reduced to a mem-
bership ci five, all of them officers and all spies. ^y At one
time three hundred ana four ^in^erton industrial operatives
nave been acknowledged members of unions. One hundred, or al-
most a third, have neld otfices of varying importance. Tne
following list of these offices illustrates the extent to wMch
such espionage work could go:
National vice president 1
Local president 14
Local vice president 8
Local treasurer 2
Local secretary 20
Recording secretary 14
Trustee 14
Business agent 3
Organizer 3
Delegate to Central Labor Union
.
. 3
Chairman, shop committee .... 1
Committeemen 6
Financial secretary 4
Member, executive board 4
Division chairman 1
Local chairman 2 50
4.R LaFollette, "The Work of the Civil Liberties Committee,"
loc. cit.
LaFollette, "Civil Liberties," loc. cit.bL Final Rerort , cp. cit., p. 28.
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In case spies were unable to ge$ into tfee unions, cases are on
record wnen tney resorted to sealing their information and
furnishing it zo tne employer, who from tnen on v.-ould have tne
upper hand. 5^ lail y% in the proofs a of ^hi« xtst paymont,
The irresistible logic of espionage reaches its final
stages when a company finds it necessary to spy on it3 spies.
For example, at one time the General Motors Corporation used
the Finkerton agency to spy upon its own Corporations Auxiliary
Company spies. It illustrates tne essence of spy activity.
i
Spies beget spies, producing more and more distrust and un-
certainty in the various aspects of industrial relations. Any-
thing that produces lies, distrust, uncertainty ana lack of
cooperation in industry is directly interfering with democrat-
ic procedure in that field.
Tne cost of labor espionage in American industry can only
be approximated. Senator LaFollette has estimated that the
spy organizations were worth a billion and a half dollars in
53iS36. As the effort on the part of the labor interests to
organize increased, increased expenditures for spying, reflec-
ted in the income of the detective agencies, occurred propor-
tionately. For example, the Pinker ton agency's income rose
from $1,466,530.54 in 1933, to #3> 187, 340. 53 in 1934, to
^ 2 , 318 , 0 39. 18 in 1935, and to (1 , 269 , 144. 07 in the first six
51
LaFcllette, "The V.'ork of the Civil Liberties Committee,"
52 loc. cit.*™ Final Report, ov, cit., p. 47.
53 LaFollette, "The Work of the Civil Liberties Committee,"
loc. cit.

months of the year 1936. * In 1S33, the Chrysler Corporation
paid to Corporations Auxiliary *S1, 627.48. In 1934, the bill
wad *76, 411.81. In 1935 the Corporations Auxiliary's bill was
$72,611.89. Incidentally, in the process of this last payment,
the Chrysler Corporation succeeded in naving the bill divided
into four separate oills in order to avoid the Securities Act
provision which requires that all payments for services in ex-
cess of $30,096 made to any lirm, person, or corporation snould
oe reported to the Securities and Exchange Commission. 00 'mis
last Tact reveals the embarrassment that such corporations fear
will result from tHe revelation of such amounts being paid to
spy agencies. The five detective agencies examined by the
Civil Liberties Committee reported incomes in 1S35 aggragating
over T4, 900, 000. A sample group of selected clients of detec-
tive agencies were found to nave spent in the four years from
1933 -co 19 37 approximately £10,000,000 for labor espionage and
allied services. Tne conclusion reached by the Civil Lib-
erties Committee from such evidence is that "the rise corres-
ponds so closely with the rise in organizing efforts as zo con-
stitute convincing evidence of the reliance placed oy anti-un-
ion industry upon labor espionage as tne first line of defense
against labor organizations."
54
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imow we turn our attention to the more violent means of anti-
democratic interference. The employers and the various detec-
tive agencies have two separate vested interests in violence.
From the agencies' point Of view, violence is desirable be-
cause it priohgs and embitters the fight, making such services
as labor espionage and strikebreaking more valuable to the em-
ployer. The employer's interest in violence is that "it shall,
by being attributed to the workers, bring discredit to them,
thus alienating public sympathy for their cause. a specific
illustration of this latter point has recently been revealed
oy the American Institute of Public Opinion wnich recently
polled a cross- section of the public on the question, "Are
your sympathies with Ford or with the unicnr" The success
which this particular company has nao. in alienating union in-
terests striving to organize labor in its plants is shown in
the fact that six4;y-six per cent, of the total vote (seventy-
three per cent, of the car owners and fifty-four per cent, of
the total non-owners) went to the Ford Motor Company.^®
when the employer's hostility to labor organization and
representation i3 forced into the open, the detective agencies
put a second service at his disposal. They furnish "guards,"
ostensibly to be used for plant protection, but actually for
breaking strikes or provoking disorder. The strikebreakers are
recruited from certain well- known hangouts in New Yorr:, Chicago
CO
Preliminary Report, op . cit., p. 10.
Consumers Union Rsnorts , loc. cit.
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and Philadelphia. sc" Such men are recruited from the gutter.
Furthermore, they are armea in regions of conflict, constitut-
ing a double possibility for flagrant violations of civil Bights!
Such men are often sent by train or car to the strike scene,
sometimes long distances. The Byrnes law, which went into ef-
fect in June, 193.6, makes it a felony to transport men across
State lines witn the intent to employ them to interfere with
peaceful picketing.^ Nevertheless, there is evidence that an
attempt is made to evade the letter of the law by hiring guards
on the spot of tne strike, although they are recuruited and
given their traveling expenses in another State. °^ Creating
violence once they have arrived upon the scene is a corollary
of their employment. Their very purpose is to violate demo-
cratic procedure.
Another method by which civil rights of laborers can be
interfered with by force is oy the use of police. In considerat-
ion of this problem a distinction should be maae between police
maintained on the payroll of private companies and those mai re-
tained by the state. The use of company police seems to be the
next step in trying to relieve the employer, detective agency,
md the perpetrators of violence of responsibility for damage
bl
60 Preliminary Report, op. cit., p. 9.
01 LaFollette, "The Work of the Civil Liberties Committee,"
,
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done to the persons or property 01 tnose who are opposed to the
industrial relations policies of various employers. The rivate
police system common in many fieias of industry nas been de-
fined as "a force of armed guards sworn as public officials" 6
The mental and moral caliber of such individuals is practically
the same as the strikebreakers previously discussed. Referring
":o one of the most notorious company police systems in the coun-
try, that maintained by the Fcrd "iIoi:or Company, John H. O'Brien
writes that *9,Q% of them are either prizefighters or wrestlers,
ex-convicts, former policemen discharged by trial boards, or
sirrply husky gentlemen handy in a rougn- and- tumble with no
65holds barred." Kept on industry's pay rolx ana charged to
labor overhead, such pseudo peace officers are used to protect
the employer's interests against those of his workers. The
actual result of such a situation is that the employer's whim
is clothed with legal sanction and enables him to direct the
local course of law as he sees fit. Thus a "travesty of police
power is called into being to move against the constitutional
right of freedom of assemcly.
"
66
An equally potential means for anti-democratic activity
lies in the use of municipal police in times of industrial
strife. As protectors of property, such police often find them-
selves defending the interests of the employers and denying
freedom of speech and assemoiy to the laoor organizations. A
C A
Preliminary Report
, op. cit., p. 11.
65 O'Brien, op. cit., p. 69.56 Preliminary Report
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classic example 01 sucn a situation occurred on May oO, 1937, in
Chicago. The Republic Steel Company, continuing its tradition-
al antiunion policy, refused to sign an agreement with the Steel
workers Organizing Committee 01 the C. I. 0. Tne result was a
strike. On Memorial Day, about a thousand union sympathizers,
unarmed, and including many women and children, staged a peace-
lul march near the Republic Steel plant. Although they were
not on the company's property at the time of the impending as-
sault, the Chicago police fired, threw tear gas combs, and ar
cacked with clubs. Ten were killed and forty injured. An in
the death list lies the evidence of where the responsibility
lor such a slaughter ^ies. "i\iOt a single policeman was shot."^
Asa result of such an outstanding violation of democratic pro-
cedure, an investigation by the Senate Committee on Education
and Labor ensued. At the conclusion of tne Committee's investi-
gation, Senator Thomas, one of the committee members, delivered
the following concise description of tne proper position of poi-
'
ice during periods of industrial strife:
.... The use of police oxficers in
such a way that they seem to be alliea with
either side of a laoor dispute destroys
their effectiveness as peace oi'iicers repre-
senting the public. The moment they are
used in defense of a given group tney are as-
sociated in the minds of the,,opposing group
as partisans to the dispute. b8
67 Huberman, op. cit., p. 148.
"Violations of Free Speecn and Rights of Labor," Final Rt
pert No. 45, irart a
. 75th Congress, da Session, p. 41.

In the United States a unique offshoot of the ousiness of
making armaments for warring nations is the developing prac-
tice of making munitions, tear gas, and machine guns for indus- j
69
trialists for "plant protection" in case of strikes. Like
the armament industry which aeal s with national governments,
this phase of the industry also thrives on trouble. Its bus-
iness is best when its customers are most ill at ease. Tne
three principle industrial munitions makers in the United
States are Federal Laocratories, inc., the Lake Erie Cnemical
Co., and the Manvilie Manufacturing Co. Their business neces-
sitates that they always be on the lookout for industrial
troucle, or, in other words, strikes. The volume of gas alone
sold to industry by these concerns in the years 19o3 to 1936
is over $450,000. Moreover, "lists of the ouyers of these
goods read much like tne lists of those who nire strikebreakers
70
ana spies." w Thus into the hands of such protectors of the
71peace as have been previously described., the employers are
putting guns, tear ana sickening gas, rifles, machine and sub-
machine guns upon which tne munitions manufacturers make their
"loney. As can oe seen on tne following map, such warfare mat-
erials are concentrated in every center of industrial popula-
tion in the country. Thus modern cnemical ana technical in-
ventions are now taking place of the former weapons of violence,
such as blackjacks, clubs, and oullets, which were formerly
102
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used to violate democratic procedures in the forms of picket
lines ana attempted organization of labor. Tne following is a
copy of a sales circular of the Lake &rie Cnemicai Company,
describing the effects produced by one of its new nauseating
gases: "'Once rioters have been subdued with K.o. gas they
will not invite anotner dose until their memory of tne last
experience becomes very dim, indeed. What does K.o. gas do to
the victim:
" 1 1. Violent nausea and vomiting.
"•2. Sense of suffocation as if several
men were sitting on chest.
i n73
"'S. Intense pain in chest and head. . . .
Further descriptions of other gases, nana grenades, and the
like, indicate tnat the above description applies to one of the
milder and less harmful weapons now available to strike-break-
ing agency thugs. Obviously, such weapons are dangerous ob-
jects to put into the hands of strike-breaking agency opera-
tives, many of tnem with criminal records and of low mental
ana moral caliber. Furthermore, the size of private stocks
of munitions can be no inaication of their effectiveness in tne
intimidation of striking workers, as only one side is armed.
Workers ouy a negligible amount oi munitions supplies, nor
would it be possible for tnem to ao so should they so desire.
Concealed shipments of munitions to industry are also tne rule.
Often gooas destined for plant use are delivered to homes, "co
73 Quoted by Huoerman, op. cit., p. 99.
Ii
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railroad offices, or even to the public police, in packages
that are fraudulently marked as Hardware or other merchandise.
For example, the bureau of Internal Revenue was recently
brought in tc investigate the purchase of four machine guns
through tne V?est Point, Georgia, plice department. The guns
T^ere paid for by the West Point Manufacturing Company, and were
74loaned to other employers.
Munitions firms nave confidently stated that their products
nave broken many strikes. The grave fact with respect to demo-
cratic procedure is that there is allowed to flourish such a
gigantic commercial enterprise in which employers join with
professional spies in assaulting citizens of tne United States
merely because they exert their lawful civil right to organize
for collective bargaining.
Conclusions . Today, despite the fact tnat the National
Labor Relations Act has oeen approved by the Supreme Court,'
anc despite the fact that tne practice of industrial espionage
in all its various connotations has been revealed, this same
section of industry is seeking through a concerted system of
propaganda to weaken the effectiveness of tne fundamental exis-
ting constitutional guarantees to labor. Furthermore, it is
seeking to "create public distrust of unions and of democratic
organizations of working men. ,75 Senator Robert F. Wagner, in
7 4
1 Preliminary Report , op. cit,, pp. 12f.
7 ° LaFollstte, "Civil Liberties," lcc. cit.

a recent address, nas pointed out that laws to alleviate these
reat wroncs nave net yet been devised., 7 6 Legislation attempt-
ing to curb these abuses wixl shortly be introduced in the
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Senate, however. Such legislation is necessary oecause the
practice of industrial espionage is too deeply rooted a habit
of industrial management to oe voluntarily relinquisnea. Al-
ready employers deprived of the services of commercial espion-
age agencies are developing their own private spy systems. In
view of such an attitude on tne part of management towards its
employees, no system of industrial relations which is based
on responsibility, mutual trust and observance of the law can
reasonably oe expected. The industrial spy must oe eliminated
before the rignt of genuine col~ective oargaining can ever be
78
realized in American industry.
Two fundamental implications stand out with relation to
industrial management's interference with the democratic pro-
cess of labor organization and collective oargaining. First,
the denial of the right to organize free from employer re-
straint ana interference is the most important problem of civ-
il liberties before tne united States today, oecause denying the
workers the right to organize almost invariaoly means the de-
nial of tne lundamentai civil rignts wmcn are tne basis of our
democratic system. Secondly, and still more important, tne de
?k Rooert F. V'agner, Radio Address
.
March 3, 19 38.77 LaFayette, "Civil Liberties," loc. cit.73 Final Report, go. 48, Part 3, op. cit., p.. 74.

niaI oi tnese rights to the laoorers simultaneously endangers
the rignts of other citizens in no way concerned with parti cu-
70
lar labor controversies. The civil rights guaranteed all
Americans under one Constitution are most seriously jeapor-
dized in those communities where employers are invoking instru-
ments of violence ana coercion against tne workers wno seek
zo express the right to organize. Conversely, in tnose com-
munities where laoor is strongest, civil ^loerties are most
80freely exercisea.
II. AGRICULTURE
Farm tenancy . The industrial laborer is by no means the
only type of American worker whose democratic rights are de-
f ini telylimited through interference in his economic life.
The problem is likewise becoming very acute in the field of ag*-
ri culture. The growing tendency for the ownership of the land
to lie in tne hands of others tnan those who live upon it is
creating a state of economic dependence that is directly op-
posed to true democratic procedure. According to Wayne C-ard,
"in no previous period in the country's nistory nas so small a
proportion of the farm land oeen owned by those who cultivate
it. The startling increase in the percentage of farms opera-
ted by tenants, irom 25.6 in 188C to 42.1 in 19 35, reveals a
Ibid., p. 4.
LaFollette, "The Work of the Civil Liberties Committee,"
loc. cit.
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strong trend away from the rugged independence of tne home-
steader and toward an un-American system of peasantry. * The
problem of farm tenancy is national in scope. No important ag-
ricultural section in the United States is without some sort of
tenancy problem. By glancing at the maps on the following page
one can see how farm tenancy nas increased during the ^ast
three aecaaes. in tne corn belt, for example, where a great
leal of the land was given out in homesteads, the percentage
cf farmers who are tenants is well a cove the national average.
Iowa has 49.6^ of its farrrs operated by tenants, and in Nebras-
ka the percentage is 49, which is more than double the propor-
tion for 1880. Moreover, most American tenant farm leases
are now made on a year to year basis, necessitating the moving
of the average tenant farmer every three or four years.^ Even
in the far west, the most recently settled part of the country,
tenancy is growing. This ever increasing trend in agriculture
is the same that ;ve have seen taking place in industry. The
means of production are gradually coming into the control of one
group, while the laboring class, without whom such production
is impossible, are becoming more and more dependent upon the
owning group for their very existence.
Share- cropping. The most serious and chalienine form of
farm tenancy, from the standpoint of democratic procedure, how-
81 Henry A. Wallace, "Farm Tenancy," Vital Speeches, III
(19 37), 244.
°a Wayne Gard, "American Peasant; Farm Tenant Still the Least
Remembered among the Forgotten Men," Current History, XLVI
(April, 1937), 47.
1

ever, is that known commonly aa " share- cropting. " v-hile approx-1
imately 40^> of the American iarmers are tenant, approximately
10% of this number are share-croppers.® 3 The share-cropper
system is a make- shift that nas grown out of conditions incur-
red oy the Uivil Rax and the Reconstruction Period. Many plan-
ters, left with large estates out deprived of their former
slave labor, adopted the plan of parceling out their land to
their former slaves and to the poorer white element, most of
whom naa to be provided with tools, work animals, and even
food. 84 At first, the great majority of such share-croppers
were iMegroes, but gradually theycame to oe outnumbered oy the
whites. The relatively Helpless condition of such tenants ;ias
tended to keep tnem in perpetual debt and has also developed a
"paternalistic and sometimes arrogant attitude on the part of
the planters. About two- thirds of such share-croppers are
located in the bouth, and in tnat are about two- thirds of this
£• L, • 86
class of labor are now wnitee and one- third ilegroes. The
chart on the following page illustrates the rise of share- crop- !
ping in the United States, since zhe turn of the century. To-
day the southern share-croppers are operating 716,000 iarms,
83 Commentator, "The River," W.P.A. Moving Pic ture Production,
19 37.
J. D. Black and R. H. Allen, "Growth of Farm Tenancy in the
United States," Quarterly Journal of Economics , V (1937)
398f.
Loc. cit.
°b
"Report of President's Committee on Farm Tenancy, Summary,"
Monthly Labor Review , XLIV (1937), 1177.
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Counties in wnich at Least Hail of tne Lana
in Farms was unaer Lease to tne Operator
19 lu
Counties in wnich at Least Half 01 tne Lana
in Farm 8 was under Lease to tne Operator
195b
H. A. Turner, "A Graphic Summary of Farm Tenure," Pamphlet ,
(Washington, D.C.: U.S. Department of Agriculture, 1936;,
p. 6.
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which represent ten per cent. of all the farms in the united
States. They are working principally in the cottcn and tobac-
co celts, and constitute forty-eight per cent, cf the total of
share-croppers and larm laborers combined, and thirty-nine
per cent, of all the southern tenants. Since they usually sup-
ply only their labor, they are the most insecure class of
tenants. 8® Thus it can truly be said that they "are at the
bottom of the sociaj. pyramid." 0
Conclusion . True democratic procedure means providing
opportunity for the individual to live the Good Life to the
best of his ability. But in the system where the individual's
very existence depends upon forces beyond his control, such
opportunity is denied. The share-cropper who, for example,
raises cotton, is not able to afford proper clothing for him-
self or for nis family, ana. although lives in the country he
rarely possesses wnat most farmers would regard as a decent
garden.^ Deprived of help from the planters on whose land
they exist, and so far receiving little effective help from tne
government, the share-croppers have also been unable to make
their voices felt by the ballot, even on local issues. It is a
common fact that the southern Negro is usually deprived of a
vote, and through one of the means used for disfranchisement, the
188
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poll tax, also serves to disfranchise many of the poor whites
as well. 91
The organization of the Southern Tenant Farmers' Union has
been practically the only counter-pressure group to appear on
the scene. And its attempted activities for organizing the
share-croppers along the same lines as labor unions in indus-
try have met with only greater resistance from planters, the
dominating economic pressure group. Quite often the pressure
flares into open force. Numerous cases have occurred where
armed and sometimes drunken planters have broken up meetings
of the Southern Tenant Farmers' Union and forced officers. 01
the organization to leave the community. Floggings and tnreats
of lynching have al30 been common, and tenants who have dared
to join the Union have been torcibly evicted from houses. In
some cases, most common in Arkansas, local oificial3 have been
guilty of supporting law-defying planter groups. nor example,
"one former Methodist preacner who serv^a as u volunteer or-
ganizer for the tenants' union was sentenced to six montns in
jail ana imea $ 500 on an anarchy charge, ana tne lawyer who
aemocratic proceaure is not only threatened or interierea with,
Dut practically every semblance of it is destroyed.
while it is true that the economic pressure group represen-
ted by the interests of the planters are largely responsible
defended him had his practice ruinea. under sucn conditions
91
93 Gard, op. cit.loc. cit.
9.
i

for the anti- democratic conditions now in existence, they in
turn are affected by an economic situation which deprives tnem
of a just and equitable snare in the economic life of the coun-
try. Almost the whole agricultural population of the Soutri
is eufferine from a deficient income, ana rees taoii snment of
democratic procedure in this section of the country is largely
dependent upon planters and snare- croppers alike.

COMPREHENSIVE DIGEST
Economic pressure groups include ail groups predominantly
motivated by an economic interest, principally because of the
world-wide social unrest which has intensified the competition
among groups and classes, the activities of the various eco-
nomic interest groups play a vital part in the present ana fu-
ture
1 development Of the democratic principle in American life.
Their anti-democrati c propensities appear when tney 3eek to
achieve certain privileges and lioerties whose realization will
result in the denial of such privileges and liberties to the
other members of the society in whicn they .live.
The guide for determining true democratic procedure i3 con-
tained in the First Amendment of the Constitution, as it refers
to the civil liberties of speech, press, assembly, petition,
and religion.
America, as a liberal- democratic state, operates under a
form of capitalism. Both the strength and the weakness of such
a system lies in its principle of "laissez-faire." The most
important feature of such a system is the control hidden with-
in, and that control is primarily economic. The essential qual-
ity necessary to keep such control compatible with democratic
ideals is toleration.
The power of economic pressure groups in this country de-
pends upon the extent of their control over public opinion.
Therefore the use of propaganda is an important phase in pres-
sure group technique. The contact of economic pressure groups
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with public opinion bring them into practically every part of
American life.
One of the most common subjects of economic pressure group
i; technique is the field of education. Education holds a vital
J
relationship with democratic procedure because democracy, as it
has developed during the last tnree centuries, has largely been
made possible through education. Certain economic interest
groups, 3uch as the public utilities and employers' associa-
tions, have always beer, vitally interested in formal educational
l
1 procedure. In practically every case, such efforts to alter
| and influence the character of the educational process have
centered around the educational personnel, instead of tne mech-
anical organization of the various educational institutions.
This tendency is manifested in such measures as teachers' oath
| laws and sharp criticism and disciplinary measures directed
against various educators, especially those in some field of
jl the social sciences.
Economic pressure group interference is aiso apparent in the
I control of the agencies for mass education, such as the radio
it
ana the press. The three major radio networks oi tne country
' are definitely controlled by big-ousiness interests. The same
trend is also true in the case of the press. In the case oi
mass education, economic pressure groups concentrate on control
of the disseminating agencies. Control of their personnel is a
resultant of the control of the organization.
Undemocratic interference by economic pressure groups is aif-
so apparent in religion, at least in the case of Protestantism.

Freedom of expression in this field is largely determined by th
character of financial backing upon 'which the various churches
depend for their existence. Although tnis is most true in the
case of city churches, it is au.so apparent in the more rural
communities. The Roman Catholic Church presents a diiferent
picture. Vested economic interests can often identify tneir
interests with those of the Church officials so that coopera-
tion, instead of interference, results.
With reierence to the field of politics, party government
is the only possible form of government in a representative
democracy. Economic interests have been the basis of American
political parties, and originated in the conflicting views of
Hamilton and Jefferson. Interference with democratic procedure
is found for the most part in the locbymg technique. The prin4
ciple of lobbying itself i3 not undemocratic, it i3 only in th^
unfair advantage afforded by the superior financial resources
of various minority interests that interference with democratic
procedure occurs.
The condition of democratic procedure in the field of labor
relations is one of the most important problems of our national
lit b. It concerns the right3 of freedom of speecn ana assemoly
as they are involved in labor's struggle to organize and bar-
gain collectively witn the employer. In industry economic pres-
sure groups employ five principle metnods for interfering with
democratic procedure. The first is the use of company unions,
whereoy the employer is enabled to dominate in the bargaining
process between himself and his employees. The second, and mosi
11
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1important, ie the hiring of detectives by employers to spy up-
on the activities of their employees so as to interfere with
and demoralize their efforts to organize and bargain collec-
tively. The third method involves a violent form of interfer-
ence — strikebreaking. The fourth involves the use of force
by police systems, including both tnose employed by individual
companies, or tnose maintained at public expense. The last, in
uu3tnal munitioning, increases the efficiency of the two for-
mer violent means of anti-democratic interierence.
In tne fi^ia of agriculture, the denial to the individual
of the lioerty to live as full and ri cn a life as nis inherent
aoilities will allow him is reflected in the growth of farm
tenancy in the United States and of the intoleraole conditions
resulting from the system of sn^re- cropping.
Economic pressure groups hold the key to the future of dem-
ocracy in America. The future effect wnicn tney will have
upon democratic procedure depends upon three factors: the de-
velopment of a social consciousness and a sense of social res-
ponsibility on the part of those comprising the economic pres-
sure groups; the formation of legal restraints upon the anti-
social impulses of those comprising the economic pressure
groups; and the development of a public opinion which win
react intelligently to economic pressure group tecnmque and
render it ineffective.
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